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STORIES OF LIFE ON THE BLUE STEEL PROJECT.
From the Editor/Compiler.
This book started out as an offer, by me, to record the memories of the few
remaining former Elliott Bros. team members living in Canberra. I, as a former
card carrying member(1250) of the RAF ( No NOT the Red Army Faction),
offered to assemble those memories into a small/small book. The ‘creation’
originally was intended to remind (bore!) the grandchildren of the days when
their forebears assisted in the firing of missiles at Australia - well Woomera
anyway - in the period 1957 - 1965.
The book has turned into a larger document encompassing the memoirs of
members of 4-JSTU, EMI(UK), AVROs, Hunting and off course Elliott Bros.
(UK).
Little did I think that a perceived couple of evenings work importing some emails into a MS Publisher document would take up so much of my spare time.
Bullying and haranguing various people did actually get their grey cells working
and their putting of pen to paper caused all sorts of stories to appear. ‘It just
poured out once I got started’ said one contributor.
The flood of e-mails and photographs has kept me busy getting to grips with
the wonders of modern photographic reproduction.
Some of the included photographs may be slightly blurred - I think due to that
feeling of excitement at the moment of catching on film those precious
memories.
Upon successful acceptance of this book several more may feel inclined to put
pen to paper. This could result in an amendment(Ref. RAF-1/01) coming out in
time for the planned reunion in Adelaide in AD2001.
I have really enjoyed the experience of compiling everyone’s memoirs. I hope
you too experience a sense of nostalgia when a phrase or story strike you and
you say “I remember that - I wonder how old so-and-so is getting on”.
The only changes I have made to contributor’s stories has been to make every
story title Arial 14pt Bold and the story content Times New Roman 12pt. Also I
have altered, where necessary the odd spacing between words to make every
page look the same.
I have left some content ‘as delivered’ because changing it would have spoiled
the intent of the story.
The final worries came with the attempts to finish the book and get it in one
piece ( in Zip drive form) to the Printers. The final assembly and the resulting
delivery to you the final recipient.
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About Blue Steel
The idea of the Blue Steel Missile was considered as early as 1954. The design

Origins of Blue
Steel

considered was a powered bomb which could be carried part of the way to the target by a
V-Bomber, released to continue its journey under its own power and guidance, and
deliver a nuclear warhead to a selected target without assistance from external sources or
interference from enemy defences.

Blue Steel was a large weapon, carrying a nuclear warhead, streamline like a bomb with a

The Missile itself

The
Navigator

The
Aircraft
Equipment

rear-mounted delta wing and small delta foreplanes for pitch control. In-board ailerons
on the wings and a pair of stabilising fins, the lower one of which folded sideways to
give ground clearance when attached to the aircraft, completed the control surfaces. It
was driven by a Rolls-Royce STENTOR rocket motor system

computed the present position of the missile. During the captive flight the
Navigator was coupled to the Aircraft’s own Navigation System; thus providing
both additional information to the crew about the Lat./Long position and also, by
comparing data from the fix points along the route , allowing corrections to be
fed back to the Navigator to align its horizontal table carrying the
accelerometers.
consisted of a Lat./Long Position Indicator, a Ground Speed Resolver to convert
the Along track distance travelled into its X and Y components, an I.N. Control
Unit to both display Track and provide aircraft heading to the missile. This
I.N.S. Mk. I system was electrically integrated with the aircraft’s Nav/Bomb
system, its Doppler radar, Heading system(MFS) and autopilot. INS Mk I was
used to navigate the aircraft both before and after the missile had been launched.
used on 4-JSTU by the Project were:-

The
Valiants - WZ373, WZ375 and WP206.
V-Bombers
Victor - XL161 and Vulcan - XH539.
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LOGO for the 1999 Blue Steel Reunion held in Canberra. April 1999
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THE LAY OF NO. 4 JOINT SERVICES TRIALS UNIT
First sung circa 1961
(Amended July 1967)
Sung to the air of the old Irish ballad “The mountains of Mourne”
We were out there together, a very mixed crew,
We’d served in the desert, we’d served in the blue,
We’d served under canvas, as anyone could,
But this was the first time we’d served Underwood.
So, remember you airmen as you shout and you curse,
You were in this 4th Air Force for better or worse,
Let’s raise up our glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
You’re bound to have met our famed S.Equip.O.,
He published his presence, all over the show,
With vouchers and memos and chitties galore,
We got nothing but paper from our unit store.
Wrapped up in this paper was a heart made of gold,
And a strange Cropp of Corporals, were nominally rolled,
So, raise up your glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
Way up on the airfield was our own R.S.F.,
It was staffed by some airmen who seemed to be deaf
If you tried to ring them they might be on Mars,
They stayed in the back room all mending their cars.
So, remember you airmen as you shout and you curse
You were in this 4th Air Force for better or worse,
So, raise up your glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
Sarge Webb was a man who had plenty of ‘gen’,
Of matters beyond, a more useful Ken,
At all unit functions this talent we used,
But then came an infant to keep him amused.
His Christmastide concert went according to plan
But we’re sure that in future, we’ll ban the Can Can,
So, raise up your glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
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With mud in wet weather, and flies with the sun,
Our Armourer’s empire was second to none,
Those P and L airmen breathed air filled with balm,
With the loading bay next to the camp sewage farm.
So remember you airmen as you shout and you curse
You were in this 4th Air Force for better or worse,
So, raise up your glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
In 124 building was W.S.S.
But just what that stood for, is anyone’s guess.
We took up the query with the men at the top,
And came back the answer, it’s Watson’s swop shop.
So remember you airmen as you shout and you curse
You were in this 4th Air Force for better or worse,
So, raise up your glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
The main sweat and toil that we’d had up to date,
Was aimed at increasing the unit birth rate.
We found later on that with work by the ton,
To service a missile is not quite such fun.
If you ponder the facts there’ll be no deception,
That we were in labour from a boffin’s conception,
So, raise up your glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
One day near the end, Shirley said he must leave,
And we who remained there all started to grieve,
We drunk up our beer and felt with remorse,
That this was the end of our private Air Force.
Each heavy with heart as we all watched him go,
But this is the way with the Air Force, you know,
So we raised up our glasses with no more ado,
And drank to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.

Quite early next year a new Wing Co. arrived,
His name was Tim Fennell, so we were advised,
But our fears were dispelled when one day from the blue,
He said “let’s have a party, an airmen’s stag do”.
So, we raised up our glasses with no shout or curse,
We were in this 4th Air Force for better or worse,
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We all raised our glasses with no more ado,
And we drank to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
Now we’re up there together in Gainsborough’s old hall,
Though fewer in number, we’ve answered the call,
But one thing we must do before wending our way,
Let’s remember those friends who are absent today.
They’re spread o’er the world, some are back in that land,
Let’s drink to them now with a schooner in hand,
So, raise up your glasses with no more ado,
And drink to the health of 4 J.S.T.U.
Contributed by Dan Reavy (Ex 4 JSTU) who found an old copy of this song in
his possession.
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To:-

The friends and relatives of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NOTICE OF RETURN
Issued in solemn warning this . . . . . . . . day of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1961
Very soon the above mentioned will return from Australia, dehydrated and demoralised, to take his
place once more among civilised people with a freedom of justice for all engaged in life and the somewhat
delayed pursuit of happiness. In making your joyous preparations to welcome him back into organised
society you must make allowances for the crude and miserable environment which has been his lot for the
past . . . . . . . months. Lock up your daughters, sisters and wives and fill the icebox with cold bottled beer. In
a word, he might be a trifle aboriginal!
Show no alarm if he prefers to squat on the floor instead of on a chair, always kicks his boots against
the door before entering the house and spends his spare time throwing boomerangs in the back-yard or
Aboriginal spears at your neighbours chickens.
Since leaving England he has become used to continuous sunny weather, so try to refrain from
mentioning sunshine or warmth, as the thought would undoubtedly render him delerious. Fog, rain and even
clouds will be completely strange to him and should he be subjected to such inclement weather it may have a
deep, far reaching effect. Leave him alone if he sits at the window gazing hypnotically at the rain. Do not be
amazed if he stands transfixed for hours staring at green pastures and trees, Australia has neither.
It is just possible that, after living for such a long time in a virtually uninhabited desert (i.e. Australia
as a whole) he will be shy of humans. It may be necessary to reintroduce him quietly into the comparatively
dense English population. On the other hand, he may have led rather a hectic social life which is usually the
case if Australian drinking habits have been installed into his way-of-life early upon his arrival in Australia.
In this respect he will always be striving to organise beer parties, will stay out until all hours of the morning
and will prefer several women ‘on a string’ rather than one in particular. However careful treatment can
remove either of these traits.
For the first few months be especially watchful when he is in the company of young women,
especially beautiful specimens. He will be polite and amusing and his intentions will be most sincere, even
though entirely dishonourable.
His language may be rather embarrassing at first, but in a relatively short time he can be taught to
speak plain English again. Don’t be annoyed if he greets you with “Gday Blue” or “Good on Ya Blue”; He’s
not being offensive but using one of the many peculiar Australianisms.
Don’t ask him about Australians unless you are prepared to sit for at least 3 hours listening to a
morose (yet accurate) account of their lack of manners, inadequate sanitary systems and excessive drinking.
Unless you have an iron nerve it is advisable not to travel with him when he is driving – he may
have adopted an Australian driving technique. Don’t ask him if he watched the 1958 – 1959 test Series in
Australia and avoid the use of the word throwing. Above all never whistle or sing “Waltzing Australia”; it
might well jeopardise your chances of living to a ripe old age.
I would sincerely ask you to keep in mind that beneath this tanned and rugged exterior there beats a
heart of gold. Treasure this, it will be the only thing of value he has left. Treat him with kindness, generosity,
tolerance and a frequent quart of good liquor. Your efforts will be rewarded when you see the first smile on
his face of this, the hollow shell of a boy you once knew.

S.Bloggs

Contributed by Dan Reavy.
(The initial(?) issue of this letter, from Darwin, was less polite than this version. Ed)
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Bryan Wetton is the one who has the 4 JSTU page – I know he will be very
interested to receive your contact list. He is on our Blue Steel mailing list and should
have your list by now. But it was Gordon Mepham who gave me your address and the
good news that you are still alive! And so I was delighted to let Alec Hollingsworth
know the good news via E-mail!
One reason to keep the contacts list going is that I am working on the SA
contingent to hold another reunion in a year or two! With luck we will be able to get
the word out much longer prior to the event and we may even persuade a few to come
out from U.K. Including yourself of course!! In the meantime I do hope you are able
to re-establish yourself on the Internet –it is just so much more convenient! When you
do we will add you to the mailing list if you would like that, and you will be able to
look at both Bryan’s and my Web sites (plus many others around the world that
concentrate on V-Bombers, Blue Steel, etc.).
Once again – thank you so much for your letter and contact list.
All the best for a swift recovery….
John SAXON
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BLUE STEEL AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT PRE-FLIGHT CHECKS
Who remembers

“SET UP FIX
FIX
TRANSFER”

These were the names of the switches, that were on the GPI 6 front panel, that were
used as part of the sequence of events involved in the rotation of the Navigator
platform in Azimuth during a Fix – Navigation, that is, in 1960s talk:-).
During the period 1963-65 I can remember going, many times, to the Vulcan XH539
or the Victor XL161 that was standing in the Loading Bay by Building 616 to carry out
the INS Mk1 pre-flight checks. Mostly this was late in the evening due to hold-ups
with the fuelling etc. Chris Midwinter1, Jim Timbrell2 and I used to spend many an
evening ‘quietly’ enjoying a friendly cup of coffee awaiting the call that always got
later and later during those years. We would hop into the Land Rover- all three driving
(!) and make our way to the Loading Bay !!!
There we would see, under the strong lights, the missile, known affectionately as Red
Rust. Red Rust was an unofficial name used to separate the UK name of Blue Steel
(Blue for the Cold weather and Red for the Aussie climate!). The missile would be
gleaming under the glare of the floodlights illuminating the chain mail enclosed
loading bay, the ground under the aircraft awash with distilled water. The water was
from the protection system that the fuelling team could use if they got High Test
Peroxide(HTP) on their suits. As you all remember HTP was highly flammable if it
touched any clothing or exposed parts of the skin.
When the refuelling was complete and power was available to the aircraft, the three of
us would climb aboard and run up the NBS, Green Satin, INS Mk1 and the Military
Flight System(MFS). We were then ready for our preflight check-out which usually
took about thirty five minutes. This pre-flight check always took place before a BS test
run or launch.
Originally the Elliott Bros. check-out, printed on that funny brown paper, used to take
me around eight hours. With the approval of John Toplis3, I re-wrote the procedure
just using key words or phrases. After several re-writes and the use of single word
prompts like ‘SET-UP-FIX, FIX and TRANSFER” as part of the natural flow of
switch functions used in the check-out I reduced the check-out pages to two A4 sheets.
Thirty five minutes was much more acceptable than the eight hours that was used in
the early days. By the end of the check-out the flow of synchro data between the INS
Mk1, NBS, Green Satin and the MFS had been established. With the systems integrity
established all that was necessary was the long period of monitoring, during the small
hours of the morning. The Navigator temperatures, amongst several parameters, were
displayed on the Inertial Navigation Monitoring Unit (INMU) that was installed
beneath the transparent lid on the human Navigator’s table.
The early, long eight hour checkouts were done on the Valiants, WZ373, WZ375 and
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WP206 which had the early GPI 6 Phase A’s fitted, if I can remember that far back!
I do remember the early flights that were carried out by both the Vulcan XH539 and
the Victor XL161. These flights were, I think, part of the low-level trials that were
carried out over Woomera. The aircraft had to back down on the ground before
0700hrs(?) because of the hot vertical air currents over the range would have played
havoc with the trial if carried out during the heat of the day. Does anyone remember
the Vertical Gust Recorder that was fitted in the rear of the Victor?
In the early days, we use to drive to the Airfield from the Aircraft Equipment Lab, in
the Contractor’s Area of the then Weapons Research Establishment(WRE) - now
known, of course, as DSTO. Elliott Bros. used to have three(?) Standard Vanguard
station wagons, two refrigerated vans(Morris?) and a VW Kombivan. Who can forget
the drive to the airfield, in the middle of summer, around the north side of Edinburgh.
The hot winds from the north used to prevent the ‘Kombi’ of exceeding a max. speed
of 30mph!
Contributed by ‘Ginge’ Booth., formerly a 4JSTU Inst.Fitt.Nav. Technician.
______________________________
1

4JSTU NBS Technician
4JSTU Inst.Fitt.Nav.Technician
3
Elliott Bros. EIC Aircraft Equipment Lab. WRE
2
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A QUICK TRIP TO WOOMERA
This is an account of an interesting incident, which occurred during the Blue Steel
Woomera trials program that, at the time caused a few of the grey hairs now much in
evidence.
The background to the event was the requirement for real-time monitoring of telemetry
signals during the run-in on live firing trials. Certain signals had to be confirmed as
present from the Elliott inertial navigator before committing to a launch, otherwise the
dreaded ‘Stop, stop, stop’ command was to be called. To do the monitoring the Elliott
team members, mainly the analysis section but occasionally others, travelled to
Woomera for the live firing trials. Normally transport was by air on the thrice-weekly
Airlines of SA DC-3s or Convair Metropolitans (the airline has now been absorbed
into it’s parent Ansett Airlines).
The normal stint, by rotation, was to fly up for one or two trials, depending on the
allocation of trial ‘slots’ (i.e. live firing trials scheduled on Range E) and then travel
back by the next flight. So the usual trips to Woomera varied between a flight there
and back in a single day, up to a two or three day stay with overnight stays in the
Woomera village Mess accommodation. It was not unknown to arrive at Woomera
airport to find that the trial had been cancelled and no return flight for two days, such is
the trials way of life! In such cases a search would ensue to find any spare road
transport back to Adelaide; in those days the trip consisted of an initial 80 miles of
‘bulldust’ dirt out of the 100 miles to Port Augusta and the remaining two hundred
miles to Adelaide along a two-lane single-carriage road. And that road, by modern
standards, was fairly rudimentary in terms of surface and camber, although deemed
reasonable for its time.
For the particular trial of interest two members of the analysis team were scheduled to
observe, namely Clive Nicholas and David Lloyd, who were booked on the early
morning flight for an afternoon slot the same day. One observer who shall be
nameless, not Clive, overslept the alarm clock and consequently missed the flight.
When the enormity of the situation was realised and the panic subsided the two
intrepid observers found themselves on the road to Woomera driving one of the Elliott
4-cylinder Vanguards with the parting words from the team manager, George Dewey,
‘Get there in time for the firing OR ELSE!!’. The observers didn’t stop to clarify the
meaning of the last words.
A short distance along the track the realisation hit that although Clive had much
experience and many gifts as an analysis engineer, he had never acquired driving skills
and a driving license. However George Dewey had undertaken to request that the
firing trial be slipped to a later slot in the afternoon, otherwise the observers would not
arrive in time. Now in those days there was no overall maximum speed limit in SA
and the roads were not as busy and certainly not up to today’s standards. So the Elliott
Vanguard continued with all possible haste, the driver sweating to make up time
wherever possible and the passenger giving a running commentary, with the aid of a
slide rule and mile posts (where readable), on the increasing impossibility of meeting
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the original slot time. Bear in mind this was long before mobile phones appeared and
made trials life much simpler.
The road from Pt Augusta to Woomera, as previously observed, was sealed for about
20 miles and the remaining 80 miles was dirt, which at most times-including this onewas covered by several inches of fine dust known colloquially as ‘bulldust’. The road
and rail line accompany each other northwards in cosy company and decide to cross in
five places. The sturdy Vanguard, built for UK conditions, was performing very well
except that the drum brakes were now coated with bulldust and were largely
ineffectual. So the rail crossings which carried a mandatory STOP were taken with a
token slowing just sufficient to negotiate the S bends.
With the count down continuing the Vanguard, with sweating cargo, arrived at the gate
of Range E to present credentials and gain entry. On the internal comms set at the gate
the fatal words were heard and the aircraft overhead confirmed; ‘sorry, chum-no delay
for the Blue Steel launch’. So the observers observed but not quite in the right place,
after all that sweat!
Nothing to do but to carry on and inspect the records. However the happy event was
not quite complete just yet. The round had not behaved itself and we needed to
determine what had gone wrong. Another firing was scheduled for tomorrow and
quick answers were needed. The real-time records were at Woomera and the analysis
effort was at Salisbury. So turn the Vanguard around, grab the records, and reverse the
route.
The trip back was different. The time schedule was not quite so frantic. However
tiredness was starting to appear. The darkness was another factor, allied with the ‘roo’
factor, they loved to sit on warm roads and tracks when the desert cold sets in and get
disoriented when caught in vehicle lights. On this trip there was only one actual
contact when a ‘roo ran into the side of the vehicle, fortunately at slow speed with no
apparent damage to either party.
The glow of Adelaide lights can be seen from quite a long way off, and on this trip was
a very welcome signal to our intrepid observers.

Contributed by David LLOYD former Elliot Bros. Analysis Team Member
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‘COME IN SPINNER'
The story of Victor XL161, the only Victor assigned (27/3/61) for Blue Steel trials,
which went into an uncontrolled spin as a result of instrument failure on one set of
instruments out of the two installed. The resulting actions stalled the aircraft leading
into the spin, starting at about 40,000 feet.
The recovery was made at 16,000 feet by streaming the arrester parachute.
The recovery method had fortunately been previously reported widely on other
incidents where a flat spin had reduced the effectiveness of the tail assembly on other
types of aircraft.
The fully fuelled weapon was jettisoned successfully over the Army Proof Range at
Port Wakefield and Fl Lt Hollingsworth flying the Meteor chase plane was able to
externally check the aircraft and escort it to a safe landing at Edinburgh Field.
Rumour had it that a couple of fishermen, illegally fishing in the Army’s Range were
somewhat surprised to see a ‘white thing’ hurtling across the beach!(Ed.)
The aircraft had minimal damage and went on to successfully launch seven weapons
both at high and low levels, plus many 'carryovers' and aborted attempts.
Fl Lt Hollingsworth returned the aircraft to Handley Page in mid 1964
It appears to have been none the worse for its adventure as it was converted to an SR2
reconnaissance role (29/10/64) and assigned to 543 Sqdn.(RAF Wyton); and then to a
K2 tanker role (20/3/78) with 55 Sqdn. and, as far as is known, continued until 55
Sqdn. disbanded in the early 90s.
Over 30 years productive life for a high tech aircraft isn't a bad stint.

Article ‘Come in Spinner’ and Photograph contributed by ‘Glen’ Glendinning.
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ELLIOTT BROTHERS (LONDON) LIMITED
I.N. TRIALS UNIT
WEAPONS RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT
SALISBURY
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
NOMINAL ROLE

The list below was copied from a Nominal Role sheet I found in my GPI6 Notes file.. I added the First
names at that time. Any copying mistakes are mine. (‘Ginge’ Booth)
Manager
NAME
Mr. G. F. Dewey (George)
Mrs. J. M. Eyres (Jenny)
Mrs. J. Sawyer (Jenny)
Miss J. Boardman (Jill)
Mr. D.G. Harris (Doug)
Mr. K. D. Featherstone (Keith)
Mr. D.J. Lloyd (David)
Mr. J. E. Everson (Ted)
Mr. J. H. K. Saxon (John)
Mrs. J. E Evans
Mrs. L. Street
Mr. C. N. Moorhen (Norman)
Mr. M. G. Michell (Mike)
Mr. D. B. Hollingsworth
(Dave)
Mr. A. F. Bailey (Alan)
Mr. R. Baxter (Ron)
Mr. R. S. Browne (Dick)
Mr. P. J. Bryan (Peter)
Mr. D. C. Cooper (Doug)
Mr. J. E. Toplis (John)
Mr. K. B Quinn (Ken)
Mr. P. R. O’Connor (Pat)
Mr. J. C. Flaxman (John)
Mr. T. J. A. Evans (John)
Mr. M. A. Kitley (Mike)
Mr. R. Stewart (Roy)
Mr. A. F. Yorke (Alan)
Mr. D. J. Arman (David)
Mr. J. P. Ison (John)
Mr. E. J. Smith (John)
Mr. G. H. Elmes (George)
Mr. P. A. Hodsell (John)

APPOINTMENT
Secretary
Shorthand/Typist
General Office Duties
Officer in Scientific Charge and Assistant Manager
Analysis Engineer
Analysis Engineer
Analysis Engineer
Analysis Engineer & Flight Observer
Film Reader
Film Reader
Senior Flight Observer & Chief Inspector
Senior Navigator Engineer
Navigator Engineer
Navigator Engineer
Navigator Engineer (part time Analysis)
Navigator Engineer
Navigator Engineer
Navigator Engineer
Senior Aircraft Equipment Engineer
Aircraft Equipment Engineer
Aircraft Equipment Engineer
Aircraft Equipment Engineer
Aircraft Equipment Engineer
Senior test Equipment Engineer
Test Equipment Engineer
Test Equipment Engineer
Test Equipment Engineer
Senior Technical Support Engineer
Technical Assistant
Technical Assistant
Storeman

Navigator Engineer
Now awaiting return to the U.K.
Mr. J. Wells (Jim)
9.7.1963.
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TOM MUIR’S STORY
The following is kindly contributed by Tom Muir, a former RAF Instrument Fitter:
The other day whilst browsing through some old documents I came across my old
Royal Air Force Service Record and noted the time I had served with 139J (for
Jamaica) Sqdn at RAF Wittering. My curiosity aroused, I surfed the Net and found
your web pages on the Handley Page Victor. Well, did the memories ever come
flooding back! There before my eyes were pictures of some of the very aircraft, some
of which probably still bear the scars of my screwdriver and which played such a large
part in my life.
I have noted that most of the information is related to the Victor's tanker role and that
little seems to be known or documented about their first and most exciting role as VBombers.
For your interest I offer the following reminiscences of a youthful RAF Instrument
Fitter from the early 1960s.
Having completed training at RAF Melksham as a direct entry Instrument Fitter
(General) in December of 1961, I was posted to RAF Wittering to join a re-formed 139
(Jamaica Squadron) in January 1962. On arrival I found that we had a beautiful new
hangar, a full complement of staff, but no aircraft! With all our servicing bays, stores
etc. organised, it was with great anticipation that we all gathered out on the perimeter
track to watch the arrival of our first aircraft (early February 1962, I think).
Out of the clouds and in over the A1 she came, heart-stoppingly graceful, XL231!
Textbook touchdown, brake chute billowing, anti-flash white paintwork gleaming. She
looked new, smelled new, and we were so proud of her.
Others followed in quick succession through 1962 and, as far as I remember, in the
following order:
XL231, XL163, XL513, XL232, XM716, XM715, (XL190, XL191 I think).
Highlights of 1962 were the arrival of our aircraft and a goodwill trip to Jamaica to
show those good people "their Squadron". For those who are unaware of the history,
my understanding is that during World War 2, the people of Jamaica donated funds to
buy bombers (Beaufighters or Blenheims I think) for the Royal Air Force.
In recognition the new squadron was named 139 (Jamaica Squadron) but it was
disbanded after the War.
During 1962 the Valiants were decommissioned at Wittering and the Victors took over
the QRA (Quick Reaction Alert) role. Long periods of boredom punctuated by short
periods of panic and frenzy for those who can remember those days! It was particularly
tense during the Cuban missile crisis.
In February 1963, a certain young newly-married airman was called back off his
honeymoon to go on a goodwill trip to Mexico! Two Victors and one Britannia to
Mexico via the Azores and Bermuda. A week in Mexico City, demonstrating to El
Presidente the wonders of British engineering, and then home via Nassau (Bahamas)
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and Goose Bay (Labrador). The temperature difference between Nassau and Goose
Bay I will leave to your imagination. Suffice to say it was a mid-flight change from
Tropical gear to Arctic gear!
1964/65 saw us joined by 100 Squadron also with Victor B Mk2s. I think it was during
this time our aircraft were progressively taken away for retro-fitting and came back
resplendent in their low level camouflage livery and wing-mounted "window" boxes.
Mishaps and tragedies included one of our aircraft running off the end of the runway at
the A1 end, and the crash of a 100 Squadron aircraft with total loss of life at Barnack, a
few kilometres from the end of the runway.
Life on the Squadron proceeded with the usual mix of pitôt static leaks, fuel gauging
system problems, de-icing spraying in the freezing dark (I can feel and smell it still!),
MFS faults, INS faults, and all the Blue Steel challenges. I wonder if anyone
remembers the infamous "Butt 4 Connector"?
This was the main multi-pin umbilical connection between the aircraft and the Blue
Steel missile and caused us no end of electrical continuity problems.
The days and nights were filled with Pre-flights, After-flights, Turn-rounds, oxygen refills (including the damned Artouste!), sea-boot socks, trog boots, smelly anoraks that
could almost stand up by themselves, thunder bucket toilets at the Dispersals ('A'
Flight particularly!), self-made midnight meals in the Mess, hours of poker and brag
waiting for the kites to come back after 6 hour flights, missing tool tags, GS
screwdrivers, loose-article checks, compass swings, exercise Mickey Finns, curly
sandwiches left by the flight crew, full warm piss-tubes also courtesy of the flight crew
(no problem, the Airframe Fitters had to handle that!), the yellow glow of the sodium
lamps, brake chutes in the back hatch, endless hours cleaning the white paintwork of
the engine doors with Basol, replacing a pitôt head in the freezing dead of night,
engine runs on the jet pan, oxygen truck bottle changes, the NAAFI wagon with its
cracked-top custard tarts... the memories are endless.
1966 brought more excitement when one of our aircraft, when returning from
Australia, suffered a bomb-bay fire and had to land at Gan in the Maldives off the tip
of India.
A works team from Handley Page went out and re-wired the bomb-bay and we went
out to service and check out all the aircraft systems. 5 weeks in the sun on a tropical
island the highlight of which was listening, in the Sergeant’s Mess, to England winning
the World Cup. From memory it was a very good (if somewhat alcoholic) night.
Sergeant 'Clancy' Ross where are you now??
After a fire, re-wire, 5 weeks on the ground in tropical salt-laden air, there were many
crossed fingers when she gingerly took to the air again. We must have done a
reasonable job as she flew safely home none the worse for her ordeal.

Most frightening experiences?
Marshalling a Victor B Mk2 (complete with drop tanks and Blue Steel) into the
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Dispersal in a snowstorm in the dead of night. Not a job for the fainthearted. Picture
the scene! A young lad still in his teens, a glowing wand in each hand, sleet slicing into
his face, confronted by this huge, roaring, two-eyed monster bearing down on him,
almost totally blinded by the landing lights, not sure whether the damned thing is going
to stop or not! Is the pilot watching me? I can't see the lines on the concrete! I take a
guess and cross the wands above my head! For one interminable moment nothing
happens, it keeps coming! Then the nose dips and the monster comes to rest; the
engine whine descends into silence and the only sound is the hum of the inverters from
the plenum chamber.
Entering the bomb-bay with bomb-bay tank fitted when hydraulic power is switched
on! So what? I hear you say.
The Victor bomb-bay tank was a fairly tight fit and the space between the tank and the
bomb-bay doors was only about 18 inches. Access was via a small hatch through
which one had to squeeze backwards and upwards between the tank and the doors
before moving around to the front of the tank and freedom.
One's torso was half in and half out of that hatch for quite a time and, as the doors were
hydraulically operated, the sound of the hydraulic pumps being switched on was
absolutely terrifying! The thought of being neatly sliced in two by the doors opening
certainly made one very athletic even with all the theoretical safety measures in place.
Being responsible for the fitting of the crew chief's intercom access panel.
The crew chief is in contact with the flight crew via intercom which is accessed via a
small hand-sized panel in the nose. This is the last panel to be closed prior to take-off
and Murphy is always alive and lurking.
Invariably, the more crucial the occasion (like QRA), the more likely is the panel to
refuse to latch! There you are, the nuclear missiles are incoming from the East, your 4
Minute Warning is half gone, and you are holding up the western world's nuclear
deterrent force fiddling with this little piece of aluminium!
The whole Squadron is watching you and the crew chief has fixed you with an icy
glare as he coils up his intercom lead. Again, invariably, just as out of the corner of
your eye you see the crew chief take a step towards you, the panel latches and the
world starts again.
In November, 1966, I was posted to Singapore and, even after many more years
working on all sorts from helicopters to Phantoms, the 5 years with the Victors were
undoubtedly the highlight of my Service career. For me, the Victor is still the most
elegant aircraft ever produced, and the sight and sound of them still makes the hair on
the back of my neck stand on end!
For those who may read this and are interested, the following videos will take you
back:1.
Salute the Victor
by Flypast (Aviation Action)
2.
Handley Page
by Aircraft Projects
3.
Marham Victors
by Aviation Video International
4.
The Best of British Aviation
In the year 2000 my wife Mary (who was also stationed at Wittering) and I will visit
UK for the first time since 1973 and you can be sure that a "must see" will be XL231
at the Yorkshire Air Museum, Elvington and XM715 at British Aviation Heritage,
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Bruntingthorpe.
If you, anyone from the days I have recounted, would get in touch, it would be very
much appreciated. I would also be interested to know if there is an RAF history of 139
(J) Squadron.
mailto:MARYMUIR@bigpond.com.no.junk.mail">Tom Muir
34 Baden Tce
O'Sullivan Beach
Adelaide
South Australia 5166
Anyone who owns the copyright to an image here, please let me know and I will either
credit the image appropriately or remove it as per your wishes.
All these pages and 'author' credited images copyright &copy; 1998
<http://www.jetman.dircon.co.uk/mail.html">
Damien Burke
Contributed by Tom Muir a former RAF Instrument Fitter.
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A TOWN LIKE ELIZABETH
A STORY OF THE BLUE STEEL TRIALS UNIT IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA
By K. F. WEBB
MANY readers will recall the occasion, seven years ago, when a Vulcan aircraft flew
non-stop to Edinburgh Field, South Australia, in record breaking time. On their
arrival, the crew was surprised to find that a special Ball had been organised in their
honour at short notice by the members of No 4 Joint Services Trials Unit, based at the
Weapons Research Establishment near Edinburgh Field. The Ball was made possible
by the unique social organisation of the Unit, and this article describes briefly how it
was built up.
CITY ON THE PLAINS
In November, 1965, a new name appeared on the Australian scene. A town, to be
called Elizabeth, in honour of Her Majesty the Queen, was planned on the sweeping
sheep grazing plains, north of Adelaide, between the foothills of the Lofty Ranges to
the East, and the Spencer Gulf, six miles to the West. The designers and contractors,
the South Australian Housing Trust, envisaged a population of 50 000 people by 1968,
accommodated in twelve sub-divided districts. It was to have broad, tree-lined
thoroughfares and parks, neat well-spaced houses and adjacent amenities, including a
main centre for shopping and community affairs.
The problems were considerable. The building programme undertaken was, of
necessity, aimed at rapid growth with synchronised industrial expansion to support the
ever-growing population. Water was piped 60 miles overland from the River Murray,
to be supported by local earthment schemes as they became available. Utilities and
services were to be created, and highways laid across previously undeveloped land.
Lacking clay, bricks were made of sand and mortar, and a special foundation was
devised to combat the shifting soil, Industry was well established, contributing in the
automotive, electrical, and building fields. Some specialised industries were in
evidence but the Weapons Research Establishment at Salisbury, the Governing seat of
Elizabeth, still absorbed most of the work force. At this stage, by virtue of its
population, Elizabeth qualified for City status that was granted some time later after
much resistance by the Governing Council of Salisbury. Perhaps in deference to the
largely English population, a ’Pommie’; style pub was opened, complete with unEnglish galvanised iron roof and Aussie beer. However, the atmosphere of an English
Hotel was somehow captured by comparison with the usually functionally austere
Australian Hostelry. The City Centre was nearing completion by 1965, and offered a
very wide scope to shoppers. Three banks had been built, and the whole area shaded
by shrubbery and overhanging awnings. Adjacent to the shops, a Civic Centre building
and more recreational facilities had been added, together with a 26 acre car park.
Today(1969), the City has reached the planned completion. and extends for a number
of miles along a National highway and a mile or so on either side of it. It is served by
road and rail and lacks little. Adherence to the original concept has resulted in an
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extremely spacious and attractive City, designed more for living and enjoyment than
commerce.
The factories and commercial buildings which lie on the outskirts of the City are
surrounded by spacious lawns and gardens which tend to add to the general atmosphere
of prosperity.
The mixed population of over 50,000 is predominantly English, but other European
National groups are well represented, resulting in an interesting, if diversified culture.
Entertainment is still developing but requires additional stimulus. Buildings alone do
not a City make; much depends on people to give it life and purpose. Thus, the
Elizabethan is justly proud of the progress and position the City has achieved in such a
short time, largely through his own efforts. The full potential of Elizabeth has yet to be
reached; but meanwhile it stands as a monument to its planners and the successful
interpretation of their aims by the very small group of citizens who saw it through the
teething troubles during those first, few years of growth.
‘TRIALS’; ON THE UNIT
Ten thousand miles from the site of the proposed new town of Elizabeth, a small group
of Officers and NCO's of the Royal Air Force were posted to a Unit operating in the
Weapons Research Department of Messrs. A. V. Roe and Company Limited at
Woodford, Cheshire, during January, 1957.
Numbering less than a dozen, they were to form the nucleus of No 4 Joint Services
Trials Unit to assist. in conjunction with the manufacturers, in the research and
development of the ‘AVRO Stand Off Bomb’;, later code named Blue Steel.
The early days brought to light a number of domestic problems in that the majority of
civilian workers were ex-service (war-time vintage), and were convinced that our
primary object in life was to get as much time off as possible. Further to this, they
took a lot of convincing that Air Force personnel could be in any way ‘clued up’;
technically. I am happy to report that this attitude changed as time went by; and there
were even times when civilian staff asked for advice from servicemen.
Apart from the usual problems arising from civilian/service integration, there did occur
occasionally, some very amusing incidents. For example, a Chief Technician, leaning
against a scale model of a missile, was sacked on the spot for lounging. The situation
showed much potential for the Service personnel, and might well have led to other
things. Luckily, our Officers were by this time highly skilled in the ancient art of
diplomacy, and the ruffled feathers were quietly smoothed over.
Most of us felt that the factory was run on Royal Navy lines, and this was supported by
some of the orders that were inevitably published from time to time. One ‘gem’;
stated, ‘Drinking vessels will be stowed away after Stand Easy’. Married personnel
were accommodated in married quarters at the old RAF Station, Padgate, and it was
here, I think, that the true and lasting character of the Unit was moulded. If any of the
ladies or children were taken ill, or in hospital, and at Christmas time, the
Commanding Officer, Wing Commander T. Underwood, OBE, and his good lady
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would pay an unscheduled visit, complete with flowers, books, sweets, etc. In this
way, the families were made to feel as much a part of the Unit as the menfolk, a feeling
which was to last throughout the eight years of the Unit's existence.
Late 1959 saw much activity, and excitement mounted as the unit prepared to transfer
en bloc to Australia. The reaction of Unit members was somewhat mixed when we
found, on arrival, that the new town had very few facilities, roads were levelled and
graded but became quagmires during wet weather, and schools were begging for
money and volunteer labour for development. The town had no cinema or dance hall,
and the trees at the side of the roads were diminutive in size. However, we were
housed in pleasant semi-detached bungalows dotted over the town, and the feeling of
‘being away from it all’ improved our general outlook. We more or less unanimously
decided that something had to be done about the facilities. Little did we realise that we
were subsequently to take a major role in the improvement of these facilities.
GETTING ORGANISED
We were now some 40 strong and looking forward to the interesting task ahead.
Unfortunately, due to unforeseen technical difficulties at Woodford, it soon became
obvious that apart from writing up our notes from the factory, it might be some time
before we received the first missile. This state of affairs led to rumour and counterrumour until eventually the CO called a meeting to explain the reasons behind the
delays.
At the conclusion of the meeting it was agreed that each Officer and SNCO would
contribute the sum of 2/-(two Australian shillings) for use in emergencies at the
discretion of the CO, and the sum of 24/- (twenty-four Australian shillings) was
collected. It was also to be used as a float for entertainment although the latter was to
be as self-supporting as possible. It was decided that any monies left in the Fund at the
conclusion of oar stay in Australia would be used to purchase the usual gift
presentations to the various Messes. At a subsequent meeting we decided to send a
sheaf of flowers to all ladies who became ill or were admitted to hospital. The flowers
were obtained locally from a lady who afterwards opened the first flower shop in
Elizabeth and offered us a discount as we were her first customers. From this emerged
a ‘get you out of the 'dog house‘; scheme whereby personnel could have a bunch of
flowers delivered to their home within minutes simply by telephoning a representative
on the Unit. This proved very popular with people, like most of us, who were apt to
forget birthdays, anniversaries, etc.
Two months after our arrival, we visited the TV studios in the City of Adelaide, and
shortly afterwards enjoyed the hospitality of the Cooper Brothers (Brewers) with
whom we maintained a friendly relationship for the remainder of our five-year tour. A
nominal charge of 1/- (one Australian shilling) was made for these visits, and this was
paid into the Social Fund, as we now called it. From this modest start, recreational
facilities grew in leaps and bounds and included Treasure Hunts, Dances, Barbecues,
Xmas Parties, River Boat Trips, and many others. Some of these showed a loss, and
others, a profit, but, very slowly the Fund increased in size. The Unit was actually
based inside the Security Area of Weapons Research Establishment at Salisbury, some
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distance from the RAAF base at Edinburgh Field. This was very inconvenient at times
as a great deal of time was wasted daily by personnel requiring cigarettes, stamps, etc.
With this in mind, a Chief Technician bought a few packets of the more popular
brandfrom the canteen, using a float from the Fund of £A3 (three Australian Pounds).
The cigarettes were sold at a penny(1/240th of an Australian Pound) profit, and after
four months returned a net profit of £A6 15s 3d (Six Australian Pounds, 15 Shillings
and Threepence) to the Fund. In view of this remarkable sale and the obvious need for
such a service, we contacted the Rothman group of distributors. and they agreed to
supply us at a good discount if we formed a ‘club’;. Hence the Astral Social Club was
born.
The Astral Social Club was taken to include members of the Unit and their families in
Australia. Accounting was separate from the Social Fund but profits were fed into that
Fund at regular intervals. No charge was made for membership. The account was
audited periodically by the Commanding Officer.
To put the distribution on an organised basis, a Corporal took over the sales and
increased the turnover of £A250 (Two hundred and Fifty Australian Pounds) a week to
£A5.000 (Five Thousand Australian Pounds) a week when he handed it over ten
months later. At this stage, with the large amounts involved, a Warrant Officer
volunteered for the position of Sales Manager (Honorary). At the end of 1961, the
South Australian Breweries offered us discount facilities, to ‘club’ members only, and
another Corporal volunteered to collect and deliver the beer to the members' houses in
Elizabeth.... in his own time. This was soon followed by offers from various
companies, and a list was made showing members where they could obtain large
discounts on goods ranging from Electric Frypans to biscuits, silver ware, sweets, etc.
The list was widely publicised, and I believe it helped both Unit members and local
traders considerably.

SWINGING ELIZABETH
Social activities continued at regular monthly intervals and the increased revenue from
sales was used to subsidise these to an even greater extent than before, especially with
the children at Christmas. For the parties at Christmas, we always purchased good
quality gifts for every child up to the age of 15 years, and a Tree was obtained and
fully decorated each year. The Tree, complete with lights, decorations, and a labour
force was always donated to the local church.
We made it a policy from the beginning to include as many local personalities as
possible at our functions, and this established a very real bond with the townsfolk. We
also made a point of taking visiting aircrews to the vineyard of Mr. Hermann Thumm
who made the most excellent Yaldara wines. The crews were invited to imbibe as
much as they could and one SNCO, in a. letter to UK, wrote, “We had a short course
(three hours) of wine-tasting today. I am proud to say, we all passed out successfully”;
Hermann Thumm. an ex-member of the Luftwaffe, showed us the most extreme
courtesy during our visits.
So much so, that we decided to present him with a plaque for ‘services rendered to
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members of the Royal Air Force’.
On the occasion of the presentation, he was overcome with emotion, and we were
overcome with the 32 bottles of Pink Champagne which he laid on for the benefit of
Unit members.
When the record breaking Vulcan crew arrived from UK on Friday. 23rd June 1961, a
special Ball was arranged in their honour. In all 213 guests attended. During the
evening, the Marching Girls of Elizabeth gave a unique demonstration in the hall. This
was the first time such a feat had been attempted, and we had to put resin on their boots
halfway through the demonstration to prevent slipping. For this task, we had 202
volunteers, the CO being the only one who remained aloof. I do not subscribe to the
theory that the citizens of Elizabeth and the News Service contributed to this by
writing up our various activities in somewhat glowing terms. Further, as our married
personnel were living in civilian houses on loan to the Service, in the town of
Elizabeth, we gradually became an integral part of that community. With the ample
funds available, we were able to include our civilian friends in our monthly functions
and this served to tie the bonds of friendship even tighter. Due to our close association
withthe denizens of Elizabeth, our members found themselves co-opted onto many
committees and in time we were represented in almost every organisation in the town.
From our ranks we supplied leaders for the Scouts, Cubs, Guides, Brownies and the
Sea Rangers were actually proposed and organised by the wife of our Senior
Equipment Officer. The Elizabeth Singers were also supported by some of our
members including the wife of the Commanding Officer. Every year, a week was set
aside in Elizabeth to celebrate the anniversary of the foundation date of the town, and
among the organising staff were representatives of 4 JSTU, including a Squadron
Leader, Flight Lieutenant, Flight Sergeant and two Sergeants. We sold £A200 worth
of Aboriginal curios on behalf of the Aboriginal Mission in Arnhem land and
contributed gifts to the Aboriginal Children in Adelaide. On one occasion, a dance
organised by the CO's good lady, realised £A100, which we donated to the cost of an
air-conditioning plant for the local hospital.
Towards the end of 1963, in keeping with the original objects of the Fund, items were
purchased for presentation to the various messes and the cost defrayed from the Social
Fund Account. These included a silver rose bowl for the Officers' Mess, a silver
punchbowl for the Sergeants' Mess, and a large soccer shield for the Airmen. These
cost approximately £A120 in all, a sum far in excess of that anticipated in 1960. In
addition to these, the Senior NCO's had a special plaque made for the Sergeant's Mess
bar. This took the form of a Vulcan in silhouette surmounted by a model Blue Steel
missile. Around the edge was inscribed the unofficial Unit motto which was taken to
mean ’We arm the Eagle’, Just before actually leaving the Mess, a parchment scroll
was presented to the CMC, officially handing the property back to the (ab)original
occupants, to gather all duties, etc, and having been duly fumigated and passed by the
Adelaide Ice Cream Company. This caused much hilarity and cries of ‘Go home
POM’ filled the air. A fitting end to a very pleasant tour in Australia.
Wing Commander Underwood left the Unit to return to UK the day after the
punchbowl was presented to the Sergeants' Mess, but not without being called upon to
fill that vessel which he promptly did with pink champagne. Unfortunately, the bowl
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appeared to have a graduated leak rate, as it took 14 bottles of the dreaded ‘bubbly’ to
fill.
THE WIND-UP
Wing Commander T, M. Fennell, AFC, took over the onerous duties of Commanding
Officer of No 4 JSTU early in January, 1964, at a time when the main operational task
of the Unit was in full swing and yet at the same time, preparations were already in
hand for the inevitable run-down. The task must have seemed formidable to him,
being confronted with over 200 Officers and Airmen (some of whom) had not been in
the Air Force proper for the last seven years and who were to say the least,
individualists to the last man. However, the change-over was effected with a minimum
of upsets and the Unit task continued apace. At the first opportunity, a stag party was
organised to celebrate the arrival of the new CO and was held on the eve of St Patrick's
Day. A total of 99 gallons of beer was consumed and one bus light was damaged
during the return of the airmen to Edinburgh Field. Of the 99 gallons of beer, it is only
fair to say that a small percentage was used during a schooner race to pour over the
competitors' heas. A novel way to remain cool in a heated moment.
Due to the ever increasing workload, entertainment during the following year was
limited, but a small number of successful dances were organised by a select committee
culminating in a Grand Ball at the very end of the year to which associated civilian
firms were invited.
The Unit finally closed at the end of 1964, leaving a skeleton staff to ‘mop up’ (and
prepare the FINAL REPORT).
This tour of duty was most unusual and it is certain that the good folk of Elizabeth will
long remember the members of No 4 JSTU. To be sure we will be well remembered in
the maternity wards of the Llyell MacEwin hospital not only for the fact that our Unit
ladies were so familiar with the place but we had the pleasure of contributing £A100 to
the cost of supplying a cooler for the hospital. In retrospect, it may be claimed that we
helped to build the Elizabeth of today.... and by the way, contrary to public opinion, we
also serviced missiles.
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The following extract has been reproduced by courtesy of the Commonwealth of
Australia.

GROUND STRIKE WEAPONS
In the mid-1950s two large new guided weapons began their developmental careers,
under the names of Blue Water and Blue Steel. Both had the same objective: the
bombardment of enemy positions up to 300 kilometres away from the point of launch,
and both were intended to carry nuclear warheads. Otherwise they were entirely
different. Blue Water was a ground-to-ground artillery rocket for the Army, whereas
Blue Steel was a large propelled bomb to be carried and launched by Britain's Vbombers. The two projects co-existed for six years including a period when both were
under trial at Woomera, but neither had a long career in service. Like the majority of
projects they became zero factors in the rapidly changing military equation, and fell
victim to the endless revisions of British defence policy.
Blue Water started life in 1956, when Sir Steuart Mitchell, the Controller of Guided
Weapons and Electronics, outlined the concept during a visit to Australia. This new
tactical weapon for the Army was a large solid propellant rocket with inertial guidance,
and it would require development flight trials over a range of 48 kilometres or more.
The firm of English Electric was already doing a feasibility study for the project under
the name of Red Rose, intending to start full development in 1958. Operational
mobility was the keynote of the military requirement: the missile with its launcher had
to be readily transportable by air and land to remote sites, and have a quick launch
reaction time. The resulting design was for a rocket 7.6 metres tall with mid-section
wings and large tail fins. It was launched almost vertically into its preset trajectory
from a modified army vehicle.
Development proceeded rapidly with preliminary test vehicle launchings at Aberporth
and Woomera. Small scale flight models, three-eighths of the full size, were used to
determine the aerodynamic performance, and thirteen were successfully fired at
Woomera between late 1958 and early 1959. Over the next three years English Electric
concentrated on producing a full scale version, including two fully guided prototypes
that were launched from Aberporth and performed well. Simultaneously Woomera was
preparing for the development and evaluation programs of 35 firings. Blue Water
called for complex and expensive facilities, including three fully instrumented impact
zones at points from 19 kilometres to 115 kilometres down-range. These were being
created in mid-1962 in the expectation that development trials would start in the
following March; instead, in August 1962, following ministerial changes in London,
Blue Water was suddenly cancelled.
In retrospect the cancellation was not entirely unexpected. For some time unease had
been growing about deploying tactical nuclear weapons, for the obvious reason that the
proliferation of small battlefield nuclear weapons multiplies the risk of a limited
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conflict escalating into a full scale strategic nuclear exchange. This whole matter was
extremely sensitive within the British government and within NATO, and the public
statement of August 1962 was both circumspect and tortuously phrased:
“In view of the increasing numbers and yield of tactical nuclear weapons which are
and will in due course be available to NATO, the Government does not consider it
justifiable to continue the development of Blue Water as a tactical nuclear weapon for
the support of troops in the field which is not planned for use in other theatres”.

English Electric took the cancellation hard. The firm's historian calls it a cruel blow.
The company had to sack a thousand employees and close its Luton factory, and the
effects on its organisation and policy persisted for years afterwards.
A much more ambitious and long lasting project was Blue Steel. This was a supersonic
cruise missile, a descendant of the V1 and the Menace 'horizontal flying propulsive
duct' (never more than a paper concept), which had figured so prominently in the early
plans for Woomera. By the mid-1950s two British firms were actively developing a
cruise missile. One was Vickers-Armstrong, working on Dr Barnes Wallis's Swallow
aircraft; the other was A. V. Roe (AVRO) with what became Blue Steel. In 1954 the
Air Staff issued an operational requirement for a propelled nuclear bomb capable of
being launched in any weather from a V-bomber flying well clear of ground defences.
Both weapons were accepted by CUKAC as joint project tasks, but Swallow quickly
disappeared from view. The AVRO proposal was accepted and a development contract
was awarded the company in March 1956.
The shape of Blue Steel was largely dictated by the bulkiness of its nuclear warhead.
Still, it looked graceful enough with its sleek cylindrical body of stainless steel 10.7
metres long, tapering down from a maximum width of 1.28 metres to a pointed nose.
The main-plane wings were delta-shaped, nearly 4 metres in span, mounted close to
the rear together with a pair of vertical stabiliser fins. The 'canard' configuration meant
that there was no tailplane; instead a small fore-plane near the nose controlled the pitch
angle and, together with ailerons on the rear wings, controlled the flight direction by
the 'twist and steer' method. The engine was at first Armstrong-Siddeley's Spectre,
soon replaced by their more powerful Stentor. Both burnt the liquid propellants
kerosene and HTP. The Stentor engine had two combustion chambers of different sizes
mounted one above the other. Operating together from launch with a combined thrust
of almost 12 tonnes weight, they acted as a booster accelerating Blue Steel to a
superpersonic speed approaching Mach 2.5 at 75 000 feet. From this point the smaller
chamber alone served as a sustainer, maintaining cruising speed to the target. The
guidance and control system was produced by Elliott, the British electronics firm. Its
heart was the inertial navigator which constantly measured the location of the missile
in space and compared it with the programmed target position. (Data from the aircraft
navigation were fed to the Blue Steel 'brain' right up to the moment of launch to fix the
target position.) After launch, corrections to the flight path were passed via a computer
to the autopilot. which steered the missile as well as keeping it stable in flight. A Blue
Steel in flight was immune to all countermeasures short of direct attack.
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The basis for trials planning and facility preparation was worked out during three
visiting British missions in 1956-57. The object of the preliminary trials was to explore
likely problems connected with aerodynamic stability, control, and kinetic heating
effects at supersonic speed. Scale models would suffice for these investigations just as
in the case of Blue Water. However, since Blue Steel was an air-launched missile its
trials had the complicating factor of the carrier aircraft. In fact, all three types of the Vbomber force took part at various times. They were located at Edinburgh Airfield,
which with WRE became the base for preparing and loading the missiles before flying
to Woomera. This work was done under extreme security. The transporter parking bay
at WRE was screened by a fence 5 metres high, which was still standing thirty years
later.
The flight program was ready to begin in July 1957 with the arrival of the trials team,
the Valiant carrier aircraft and the first of the two-fifths scale models. This was a 'cold'
missile with fixed controls and no engine, intended for use as a practice exercise. The
trial was duly carried out in August. Subsequent flights were originally planned to
continue at one per month, but it was February 1958 before the next scale model was
launched. This time the missile was more complete; it had a solid fuel motor with a
burning time of 25 seconds which would propel the model more than 60 kilometres
down-range from its release point over Range E. It carried two telemetry senders, and
the Valiant was fitted with bomb bay and wing tip cameras to photograph the launch.
The Range had provided corresponding ground instrumentation for receiving the
telemetered data, plotting the trajectories of aircraft and missile and photographing
their behaviour. This was the first flight in Australia of a motored Blue Steel (albeit a
scaled down version) and its success was encouraging: the propulsion and controls
worked well and the missile flew smoothly to the recovery zone, its final descent
slowed by a parachute.
The following few months were occupied with carry-over trials to check the
instrumentation and launching procedures again. The next scale model was launched in
May with rather dismal results: neither the motor nor the autopilot operated correctly
and the missile crashed before the parachute opened. However, towards the end of the
year four more models were launched, two of which performed well. Of the remainder,
one suffered an impediment at launch which caused it to dive steeply, while in the
other a timing failure prevented motor ignition. (Nevertheless it glided gently for over
five minutes under the control of its autopilot to a landing 50 kilometres down-range.)
In 1959, eight missiles were launched to complete the planned series of fifteen scale
models. The results in general were satisfactory with only two outright failures caused
by the solid fuel motor and the control system. Trials of the full size Blue Steel,
already more than a year behind schedule, could now begin. By mid-1960 the service
unit 4STU had arrived, ready to take part with AVRO in the combined developmentacceptance program of sixty launchings. With all the planning underway, the
remainder of 1960 saw no trials except for two flights, unpowered and unguided, to
prove the safety and tracking systems.
Meanwhile WRE had been working on the ground instrumentation network. The main
impact zone was a circle 37 kilometres across, the closest point of whose perimeter lay
a few kilometres to the south of the Mirikata tracking station. This allowed a flight of
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some 200 kilometres down-range from the release point above Range E. Depending on
the aircraft altitude at launch, the missile would first soar to 80 000 feet and then
continue on a plateau before diving steeply to impact, its long trajectory monitored by
the FPS-16 radars at Red Lake and Mirikata supported by a succession of other Range
radars types AA 3 and 4 Mk 7. Additionally, the Missile Tracking System and two new
kine-theodolite posts first put in for Bloodhound Mk 2 covered the cruise period, with
a long focal length camera near the impact zone to photograph the final dive to earth.
Blue Steel carried four telemetry senders to transmit data to stations at Mirikata, Mt
Eba and the rangehead. In some later firings two of the senders were replaced by a
special type provided by the Atomic Weapons Research Establishment to check the
operation of an 'explosive test unit', which simulated the triggering of the future
warhead. They required receiving stations within the impact area, remotely operated by
a new control centre near McDouall Peak. Complete Blue Steels started to fly in 1961
with poor results at first but with some improvement in the next year until about one
flight in two was successful. It was no better than that because of a new problem with
the auxiliary power unit, a small HTP-driven turbine which supplied hydraulic power
to the alternators and control surfaces. It failed repeatedly and was alone responsible
for at least eight unsuccessful flights.
The future of Blue Steel had been uncertain ever since 1960 when the big ground-toground ballistic missile Blue Streak was cancelled. In one view Blue Steel was even
more urgent than before, to give the British armoury at least one nuclear-tipped
missile; but in another view the fact that Blue Streak was supposedly being replaced by
the advanced American air-to-ground Skybolt rendered Blue Steel superfluous. To
complicate matters, the future of Skybolt was itself uncertain. Moreover, the Soviet
Union's ground defences had been much improved. Blue Steel needed more range and
the capacity to be launched and to fly at low altitude to avoid radar detection. The net
result was that the effort which had been allocated to a Blue Steel Mk 2 was absorbed
by the design problems of modifying the Mk 1. In the meantime, in September 1962,
Mk I Blue Steels were fitted to the Vulcans of the RAF's 617 'Dam Busters' Squadron
and afterwards to the aircraft of four other squadrons.
These factors disturbed the Woomera trials program greatly, though it continued
through 1963 with launchings from Vulcan and Victor aircraft until the completion of
the development trials in March 1964. They were immediately followed by a short
acceptance program conducted by 4 JSTU with representatives of the British
Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment at Boscombe Down. Eleven
missiles were launched, most of them at low level, to complete the program with a
final successful flight in October l964. By the following January the closure of the
Blue Steel program was well in hand. Even so, its resumption was for a time not
completely ruled out. WRE issued an agreed closing down specification which allowed
for second thoughts:
“The Ministry of Aviation is considering the need for further Blue Steel trials. Until a
decision has been made certain buildings presently allocated to the project will be
preserved. The situation will be reviewed at intervals of six months and the buildings
will only be held available while MOA certifies that there is a reasonable possibility of
further trials taking place. The period of preservation is not expected to extend beyond
the end of 1965”.
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But Blue Steel was not reprieved. The RAF gradually phased it out of service and with
its demise British aircraft ceased altogether to carry atomic weapons. The
responsibility for the British nuclear deterrent was transferred to the Royal Navy with
its Polaris submarine fleet.

Reproduced, with thanks, by courtesy of the Commonwealth of Australia from
'Fire Across the Desert' by Peter Morton (ISBN 0644060689)
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Victor XL161 back down on the ground after a very early morning low-level trip to Woomera and
back.
Contributed by Leanne Moores(daughter of Cpl/Tech Peter Moores 4 JSTU)

A Blue Steel round being moved into the Loading Bay before being attached to either the Victor or
the Vulcan.
Contributed by Leanne Moores.
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Two facets to the Blue Ranger flights from UK to Australia and back
to the UK.
One takes the form of a letter:From: Squadron Leader PHR Singleton RAF (Ret'd)
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
3-,5 Great Scotland Yard, London SWIA 2HW
Telephone
(Direct dial) 0171 218 5433
(Switchboard) 0171 218 9000
(Fax) 0171 218 5927
MR J H K SAXON
2 Mauldon St
Chifley
ACT 2606
Australia
Your Ref: Letter 17 Jan 99
Our Ref: AHB(RAF)/5/7/1 P2 /8/18 Date:) 29 January 1999
Dear John
I am in receipt of your letter at Ref concerning Blue Steel trials in the Antipodes but
was affronted, nay, traumatised by your inference that I was a member of the 'hole in
the wall gang' when I took part in a 'Blue Ranger' operation (delivery of Blue Steel
from UK V-Bomber bases to Edinburgh Field, Elizabeth, Adelaide., in the early
1960s).
At the time I was on the Fremlin's Brewery Sqdn., No 27 of Green Elephant motif. The
'Blue Ranger' in which I participated was nearly cancelled due to the British altercation
with Indonesia ('Confrontation' approx. 1962-66) when President Soekarno closed
Indonesian airspace to British aircraft. However, in true No 1 Group fashion we
pressed on only to be held at RAAF Butterworth for two weeks while Group had a rethink. Eventually we were re-routed around the Indonesian FIR to the Cocos Islands,
then Perth to Edinburgh. Our return route was to Darwin, and then in true Bomber
Command fashion over-flying Indonesia in the dead of night at FL560+ to
Butterworth. At that time the Vulcan B2 could operate at high flight levels with
impunity.
The records of No 4-JSTU and Blue Steel development, trials and operational service
are archived at the Public Record Office, Kew, in AVIA 65(information sheet
enclosed). Unfortunately we do not have a e-mail facility within the Branch but we do
have Fax 0171 218 5927.
Our best wishes to you all down-under. This leaves me from London with 8/8 blue and
a balmy 80 degrees; my doctor said I should keep taking the tablets!
Enclosure:
1. Public Record Office Information Sheet.
Regards...Peter
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The other is a rather time consuming and boring technical story!
The Aircraft Equipment side of the Aircraft/Blue Steel Navigator interface was
designed, as I understand it, to operate in the northern latitudes of the world especially
in longitudes 35° to the East of Greenwich! Thus the mechanism, within the Ground
Position Indicator Mk.6(GPI.6) that continuously calculated, and displayed, in degrees
and minutes of longitude, the flight path travelled along an E/W line only had to
change from 0° say 10° E/W to around say 150° East.
Of course this design was fine as long as the Aircraft returned to UK, without crossing
180° of longitude - the E/W mechanism would reduce back to around 0° longitude.
So far so good. What happened to that mechanism when the Aircraft passed through
the 180° East of Greenwich line. The display mechanism would display an increasing
easterly change of longitude when in fact the change should have been a westerly
decreasing indication counting back to 0° longitude.
The ‘work-around’ for the design limitation involved the Aircraft Equipment
(INS) technician, at RAAF Edinburgh Field S.Australia, to cause the INS Mk.1 system
to think that it was ‘flying’ at around 70° South and then ‘flying’ the system around
back to 0° Longitude by way of Sth. Africa and then over Sth America, across the
Pacific Ocean, through the International Date line and on to Adelaide via Sydney.
After all the ‘cheating’ of the system, the GPI.6 E/W counters now displayed
approximately 221° 22.88’ West and the Latitude would be re-adjusted to read the
normal 34° 43.13’ South.
When the Blue Ranger Aircraft had to return to the UK and was required to
travel via the USA, it flew Easterly towards Sydney and then on across the Pacific
Ocean the E/W counters would count down from 221° West, through 180° West and
continue to show a decreasingly Westerly display of Longitude. Now when the Blue
Ranger V-Bomber arrived in the UK via the USA, the E/W counters would end up
displaying the correct East/West Longitude at its home base, say RAF Wittering.
The above procedure, if carried out using the aircraft’s INS MkI system, Green
Satin and the MFS took up a few hours of time and meant having someone in the
cockpit for a long time! If I remember I used to run the Green Satin at 600kts ground
speed but I am not sure. Later when 4-JSTU received the proper 4th-line Test
Equipment this job was able to be done by removing the GPI.6(weight 70lbs) to the
NBS Test area. Of course the removal of the GPI.6 required that after it was reinstalled back into the aircraft the Test Set 11. had to be connected to Missile Butt
Connector No, 4 and the whole INS Mk.1/Green Satin/MFS/NBS systems checked out
before the Blue Ranger could return to the UK.
Contributed by David ‘Ginge’ BOOTH
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GPI 6 Phase C. Lat/long indicating device - part of INS Mk 1.
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THE INTREPID VISITORS TO WOODFORD — PART ONE.
After my time serving with 2nd TAF as a NAV(B) I spent a while with Saunders-Roe
as a founder member of the Black Knight project-round about the time of the first
Sputnik. Doug Bolton was trials team leader there. He left to join the I.N. division of
Elliotts' in 1959 and I caught up with him about two months later. After a brief stay at
Boreham Wood I was posted to the BS trials team at Woodford. Here the real fun
started. It is safe to say that life was a constant succession of highs with minimal down
time between! Most newcomers stayed at either The Flower Pot in Macclesfield or at
an en pension discovered by Clive Nicholas. I finished up in the top floor of a mansion
in the Riverlands area of Wilmslow.
We occupied an office/lab setup in the corner of a hanger-like factory building. The
production line for Vulcans was continuing in another section of the building. As each
aircraft left the line, they were prepared for their first test flight.
With minimum fuel and to avoid entering the Ringway control zone, it was held off on
brakes with motors flat out and airborne by the first intersection. Flattened out at about
4kft and screamed away towards the Peak district at a rate of knots. The noise was
something. Some humorous character sighted the Elliott analysis hut close to the main
runway.
At this time our team consisted of Pete Wilson, John Keeble, Bob Barclay, David
Lloyd, Pete Bryan, John Ison, Clive Nicholas, Ron Moseley, Win- the typist, and Elsie
our tea /scrub lady. We were occasionally visited by Pete Reffan, Alan Fraser(always
took the team out to dinner), Norm Morehen, Ron Bristow and other people from
Boreham Wood.
The AVRO team occupied the second floor immediately above us. Their team leader
was Tom Baker (ex RAF pilot) and their members included Frank Longhurst. RAF
4JSTU was very much in evidence, they were based at RAF Wilmslow.
At this time we had the prototype aircraft equipment installed as a suite in our lab,
hitched up to the platform on its' trolley. There was still much work being carried out
on GPI.6, GSR and BS/JB--ironing out bugs, changes etc., After the temporary mods
had been carried out and air proven, the individual unit would be accompanied to
Boreham Wood by a team member , then tidied up to production standard by prototype
technicians. During this trip a large insurance and secrecy was mandatory, each unit
being the only one in existence.
Our social life was always pleasant and varied, we had more than our quota of practical
jokers in our midst--namely Ron Moseley.
Most happenings centred around visits to the mess at Wilmslow, the local hostelries
and eating places. Names that come to mind include ---The Swan at Kettleshume
(complete with French Barmaid), The Bell at Prestbury, The Cat and Fiddle on the
moors, and The Hanging Gate in Macclesfield Forest. Probably the most frequented
being the Club in Prestbury, where Moseley introduced me to a local dignitary as Lord
Montague's brother. After forcibly keeping up this farce for about a month or so, there
was near murder when the aforesaid gent found out the truth.
Weekends saw us departing to our various points of the compass. PeteWilson to his
boat at Lymington in the New Forest, Ron Moseley to the home counties, Bob Barclay
to Scotland, John Keeble to the London area, Clive to Buxton, myself to the I.O.W.
sometimes picking up David Lloyd in Gloucester - he had been to the land of our
fathers - around 3a.m.. Mostly to reassemble at 0900 on Monday.
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Fairly early in the piece, it became evident that the system needed a device to simulate
the mother aircraft during ground runs. Bob Barclay and I were given the job to come
up with this contraption. It was a pretty hideous device - mostly made up on a
platform of Dexion with huge castors to trundle around- but it worked!. George
Dewey immediately demanded one of these for the Australian field of ops. As a result
Bob and I spent about two weeks getting together the required components and
paperwork, then grabbed the contract aeroplane to Australia. The second trolley was
put together with the expert help of John Ison, Fred White and George Elmes in the
Salisbury Workshop.

THE INTREPID VISITORS TO WOODFORD — PART 2.
After the completion we returned to UK. The Valiant WP206 was undergoing an
extensive mod at Marshalls, so I was given the job to see that this was carried out
successfully, and at its' conclusion to return to join the Australian team on a permanent
basis. During this return to UK I spent my time between Woodford and Boreham
Wood, also getting together my personal bits and pieces ( including taking a Riley 1.5
to the docks at Tilbury.)
I must claim distinction in one small area - that is to have a brand new string bass complete in canvas bag - airlifted alongside two BS's from Woodford to Salisbury in a
U.S military aircraft(Globemaster) - unaccompanied and free of charge !
To conclude I would like to relate a small story relating to an occurrence at Woodford.
At one time Elliotts' employed a Polish engineer in another division engaged in some
sort of Radar research. He had a prototype of this secret monster, and was eager to
have it flight tested in one of the V bombers. With this end in view he had obtained
permission to visit the Vulcan production line at Woodford for a looksee. I was given
the job of escorting this gent and introducing him to a senior AVRO engineer on the
production line. Upon entering the aircraft and exploring the interior for a while, to
everyone’s astonishment he asked in all sincerity if it would be possible to " to cut a
hole through here about a metre square" indicating an area that encompassed the main
spar. I don’t know what happened to him.
Happy Days

John Evans
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ALL THOSE YEARS AGO!
Blue Steel to me was:

The contrast, on the way out, from rain-sodden Lyneham(Wiltshire) to tropical heat,
palm trees and dazzling light of Gan in the Maldives;
The exciting strangeness and smells of Changi markets at the Singapore stopover;
The spectacular views out of the window of the high-flying Comet 2 (my first jet flight)
as we threaded the towering tropical cumulo-nimbus clouds over the Indian Ocean;
The dry, road-bubbling heat, the blistering northerly winds out of the desert, and the
clear sunshine of Adelaide;
The Flat at 301 Anzac Highway - so small, so hot and not a blade of grass;
The bare brown flat fields of Salisbury and the swathes of purple Salvation Jane up the
hills;
The thin shade and the wonderful eucalypt smell of the bark-shedding gun trees;
The concentration-camp feel to WRE -all those guards, high wire fences, and baginspections;
The big black cans of the Elliott navigators and their zillions of nuts and bolts removed
to get access;
The drift of the gyros - guess the system requirements were a little ahead of the
available technology of the day;
The delivery of the navigators to the missile in Building 616 by mechanical
contraptions of trolleys, hoists and rock-n-roll, slow-as-a-sleepy-lizard Bedford van;
The early morning run-up tests before takeoff, with the big white bomber whining
away;
The uncertainties of the actual trial - ”did it go?”;
The ignominy if it was “bloody Elliott’s again”!;
The shock of witnessing the full and continuing roll demand telemetry at the instant of
dropping the beast (it was blown up shortly after!) -someone got their wires crossed!!;
The shared pleasure of solid achievement if everything went OK and the down-range
desert got another crater in it;
The cloak and dagger intrigue of the boys from ASIO who demanded access to my
shared flat to check for possible contacts by my flatmate, Roy, with the Russians -he
had flown back to the UK for a holiday and they wanted to see his slides of the trip!
The arrival of the all-in-blue 4JSTU lads;
The good times, the parties, the Beatles and the cheap wine - long live Barossa Pearl!!;
The growing awareness that there was a certain dark-eyed young lady called Sue over
there in the AVRO offices;
The weekends sailing (International 14’) with Sue at Glenelg or gliding at Gawler;
The trans-continental, get-there-in-the-shortest-time, see everything, forays called
“holidays” - to Ayres Rock and Heron Island.
The clandestine assignations with Sue from AVROs (necessitating many bunches of
wild violets picked from behind the men’s toilet block!) ;
The last trial- its all over, Chaps! Time to go Home;
The wander down Rundle St. to choose the Engagement ring
The Wedding!!!
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The honeymoon trip back to UK on the Fairstar - a deliciously slow boat through, via
Singapore, Aden, and Suez -all those strange sights, smells and sounds- then, along the
way, hearing that the next project, TSR2, had been cancelled.
The memories!
Contributed by David Hollingsworth (Elliott Bros.)
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RECOLLECTIONS OF LIFE IN THE IMPACT AREA
. . . OR . . .
SET UP THE DISPLAYS, EVACUATE AND RUN LIKE HELL.
During the northern summer of 1960 the sun-starved engineers at EMI, Feltham in
Middlesex were invited to register interest in an opportunity to expand their horizons
by spending a couple of years conducting trials on the other side of the world.
There was an immediate interest in this challenge which was enhanced when it became
known that those selected would be shipped by sea, first class, with their families and
with guaranteed return in due course - which was predicted to be in about 2 years
time. Even in those days programmes hardly ever ran to schedule and this was to be
no exception. Glossy photographs of Elizabeth, Seppeltsfield and Victor Harbour ( or
Harbor, as we were to find out) made the prospect virtually irresistible.
Those adventurous souls who accepted the challenge found out that the trials would be
conducted at two separate locations with the quaint names of Mirikata and Talgarno.
The first was somewhere to the north west of Adelaide in a drab yellow region of the
map, which suggested that nothing exciting was happening here. The second was a
couple of thousand miles further to the north west just as you reached the Indian
Ocean. Rumour had it that the juvenile crabs here were about 8 feet from claw to
claw! The eventual cancellation of Blue Streak as a strategic missile meant that we
were never able to verify this claim.
A dozen or so EMI engineers were seconded to UKAEA, at Aldermaston in Berkshire
for about 6 months training on that part of the Blue Steel round which was to take up
so much of our working lives during the next 4 or so years. Having acquired a
reasonable level of proficiency we packed our cabin trunks, paid off all outstanding
parking fines and made our various ways to the great land in the south. The vanguard
of the party sailed on the maiden voyage of the Canberra whilst the main body
followed about two months later on the Stratheden. Stragglers arrived to complement
the original team during the next year or so.
Individual deeds of the passengers in transit will be glossed over in the interests of
preserving whatever might remain of the reputation of those passengers. Arriving in
Adelaide in May 1961 we were installed into the Thistle Hotel in Waymouth Street
pending the finding of more permanent accommodation. This hotel has long been
replaced by a multi-storied car park although, to this day, my current Blood Donor card
still shows it as my address. On one recent occasion, circa 1995, this address caused
minor concern and irritation to a police officer (much too young to have known the
Thistle Hotel) who demanded proof of identity after a traffic infringement.
I suppose that we should have expected there to have been some surprises in spite of
the glossies provided by South Australia House and the assurances of the experts in
EMI Personnel Department whose Southern experiences were restricted to an
occasional long weekend in Worthing, or Bournemouth for the more adventurous.

Comparing notes afterwards we generally agreed that we were hardly prepared for:
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The predominance of Standard Vanguards on the roads and Gladstone bags on the
pavements.
The ritual of 6 o'clock closing - had to be seen to be believed.
Mince on toast and mixed grills as standard hotel breakfasts (whatever happened to
Dripping on Toast with Kippers?).
Cows in fields (sorry, paddocks!) fitted with substantial wooden yokes to stop them
sticking their heads through wire fences.
Lethal, articulated, Meccano - style direction indicator devices fitted to trucks which,
when operated from the safety of the cabin, were quite capable of decapitating any
pedestrian or cyclist who got too close.
The magnificent tools of trade with which the male species of local sheep were
endowed. A joy to behold - unless you happened to be a ewe!
We soon settled into our new working environment in an isolated annexe to the WRE
complex known as the TNT Area. This name was quite inappropriate for such an
idyllic setting amongst flocks of grazing sheep and paddocks which, after rain, would
guarantee the diligent searcher a good breakfast feed of mushrooms. But if we thought
we were isolated from reality at Salisbury we were soon to change our views.
Our major function was to monitor and record the telemetered functions of the Blue
Steel payload pre-launch and during flight. This involved the manning of stations with
suites of telemetry receiving, display and recording equipment at Woomera and at the
impact site, close to Mirikata.
Mirikata was a small settlement located about 200 km along the range centre-line from
Woomera Range E. It provided accommodation for itinerant trials people and resident
staff. The long term resident staff proved to be a motley crew of self-imposed exiles
whose individual backgrounds remained closely guarded secrets. Excellent food was
provided in the mess and a bar was available for after work relaxation. Tennis courts
and billiard/snooker tables were provided and films were shipped in by ASCO once a
week for added entertainment. On film nights the population of the camp increased
with the influx of families from surrounding stations, such as McDouall Peak, The
Twins, Bon Bon, Mount Eba, Ingomar and Bulgunnia. It was not unusual for station
people to make a return trip of 150 km to enjoy a film night. The children would
arrive with their parents, awake and in their pyjamas and, at the end of the show, be
carried back to their vehicle, out to the world, for the return trip home. These were
indeed sigificant social occasions. Radar traps and booze buses were rare indeed in
those parts at this time.
McDouall peak, a solitary prominence standing some 200 metres above the
surrounding plains, was located about 25km west of Mirikata camp. The equipment
installed atop the peak served two purposes. A high gain fixed dish antenna was
pointed towards Woomera and enabled the performance of the BS payload to be
monitored during the pre-launch approach.
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Combinations of aerial arrays, installed at the top of a 100ft mast were set up to receive
telemetred data from BS during the final phase of its flight, prior to and upon impact.
About 20km south west of McDouall Peak was the designated impact area.. Two
stations, M19 and M20, about 4km apart, were locatd on the circumference of a circle
centred on the target impact reference. At each of M19 and M20 was a 150 ft mast
(still standing at March 1999!) on which were installed multiple aerial arrays and
masthead receivers that were adjusted to suit the parameters of each trial. Telemetry
receiving and recording equipment at each of these stations was set up for each launch
after which the EMI people would hastily
retreat, by Landrover, to the comparative safe sanctuary of McDouall Peak from where
the M19 and M20 equipment would be remotely controled for the duration of the trial.
Not that we, at EMI, ever doubted the skill and diligence of those responsible for
accuracy of those launches! We would watch from our vantage point on the Peak,
binoculars trained, stopwatches at the ready, eager to plot the impact point before
returning to M19 and M20 to retrieve the photographic records of another successful
trial. Then back to Salisbury for R & R. If you were a designated courier for the trial
records you were afforded very special treatment with guaranteed transport back to
Salisbury, RAAF helicopter to Woomera and Ansett-ANA to Adelaide - none of this
wait-listed nonsense. Lesser mortals just took their place in the queue and if you
missed your chance you were stuck at Mirikata for another weekend. If this happened
you had the option of commandeering a Landrover and driving to Coober Pedy, 100km
to the north, to chance your arm in the opal fields. If that did not appeal you could
always avail yourself of the amenities
of the Mirikata camp bar.
Roger Stacey EMI couldn’t stand all the dust so
decided to clean up the place!

For three and a bit years life was
different from that to which we had
become accustomed in the old dart.
Daily driving to the office no longer
proved to be a task to elevate the
blood pressure. On the other hand, a
vehicle breakdown between home and
office would mean an appreciably
longer wait for road service.
It would be a mistake to think that the
open spaces necessarily reduced the
accident rate! From M20 station
there was not a traffice obstacle to be
seen for 200 miles in any direction,
but, Tony Emmett still managed to
reverse his Landrover into a light
pole!
Roy Watts recalls a particular incident
which remains indelibly fixed in his
memory. He was travelling from
Woomera to Mirikata with team
mates one morning as passenger in
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the RAAF de Havilland Otter and had successfully eased his way into the prized seat
next to the pilot. Ten minutes into the flight the pilot turned a noticeable shade of
green and complained of feeling unwell. roy, with the bravado of a hero who had no
other option, asked whether there was anything he could do to help, already regretting
his eagerness to siy up front. The pilot, having assessed the likely value of Roy’s
assistance and decoding against it, was able to make an emergency landing at Mt. Eba
station where a detailed inspection of his jocks revealed the existence of a large and
voracious redback spider which had been the source of the trouble. During all this
time Roy’s EMI colleagues dozed oblivious of the drama being enacted in the cockpit.
Contributed by Keith Rendell formerly of EMI(UK) Ltd.
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MIRIKATA REVISITED
Roy Watts and I (Keith Rendell, with Rita as chaperone) have just today, the
12th March 1999, returned from a 3 day 1700km safari to Mirikata. We were
invited to use the shearers' quarters at The Twins Pastoral Station as base
camp and were impressed with their generous hospitality. Wayne Rankin was,
at the time of our Mirikata sojourns during the early 60's, a young teenager
who would come out to the Tuesday evening film nights at Mirikata with his
parents who then owned The Twins. Being markedly younger than Watts and
Rendell, Wayne was able to remind us of some of the more eccentric
characters who frequented the lounge bar at Mirikata in those days, one of
whom sounded remarkably like Ivor Scott!
The sites of our earlier endeavours are on the Twins and McDouall Peak
Pastoral Stations and the trusty Toyota Camry wondered what had happened
when it was asked to negotiate the treacherously overgrown and corrugated
tracks between Mirikata, the Peak and M19 and M20. A far cry from the shady
streets of Adelaide's suburbs with which it is more familiar. Mirikata is a mess.
The buildings are still standing as shells, overgrown and vandalised, but the
memories flooded back. Nothing remains on the Peak apart from a few
foundation pads but we were able to place the locations of the huts, aerials and
facility buildings. You still get that feeling of isolation as you scan a 360 degree
un-obscured horizon and you can almost hear that sequence countdown as the
aircraft approached Woomera for launch and you crossed everything crossable
that it would go because if it didn't you were stuck at Mirikata for another
weekend in readiness for another shot on Monday or Tuesday.
M19 and M20 were probably the highlights of the rediscovery trip. The 150 ft
masts at each location remain intact and the pulses raced upon picking them
out at about 5km range. Again, all buildings have gone except for the dunnies
that we elected not to use because of a perceived proliferation of monster
redbacks in residence.
The water tanks have been separated from their original moorings and stand
on their sides about 50 metres away. A few corroding 35 mm Ilford film cans
scatter the sites as testimony to activities which seemed to be our staple diet in
earlier days. The intrepid Watts scaled the M20 mast to the second rest
platform where he remained in recuperation mode for a full 20 minutes before
returning breathless to ground level. 35 years ago he would have done the
whole mast in 4 minutes with an AVO in one hand and a toolbox in the other.
He really has gone down hill! Rendell, to whom age has brought wisdom,
rejected all pretences to bravado and remained at ground level.
Roy left me halfway between M19 and M20 which, as you will recall was the
centre of the impact area so that I could prospect for BS fragments. He
returned 15 minutes (and two stubbies) later having taken video footage of the
M19 site and we were successful in collecting quite a few pieces BS shrapnel
(samples available at Canberra reunion) thus confirming our confidence in its
accuracy. Congratulations, Elliotts and others. This activity took me back 55
years when, as a boy in London during WW2, I would scour the bombsites for
evidence of the previous night’s air raid. This trip has taken at least 10 years
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THE BOOTH EXPOSÉ

A motor that I loved at the time was also revered by three other bluesteelers. Maybe
the fact that we were totally dependent on her was the reason for the fleeting affair.
The femme fatale was a FJ Holden ute owned by, if not married to John Flaxman.
With John Ison, Ginge Booth and myself as invited guests. We were off up The
Birdsville Track to Beetoota via Birds" then down The Strzelecki Track
When John Flaxman purchased the Ute, the fact that it had all ready been around
Australia twice already, sealed the deal. He thought it would know the way by now.
We always knew what the front wheels were doing, we had full view through the dash
panel which had cracked in many places before this trip. With two in front and two
horizontal in the tray we communicated fore and aft through sound powered
telephones.
This was pre Dick Smith you'll understand. It was also pre everything really. We
carried a 303 rifle in the back for dingoes; there was a bounty on them. Anyway one
did get shot {no one will own up today!} It's tail was souvenired for cashing in later.
There was almost continual digging out, as the track was almost 100% sand.
There were many little jobs that, individually we all tried to avoid, and they weren't all
the same thank goodness. I recall that Ginge appeared to be averse to the digging out
and would busy himself at some other little task. Then we three became aware of
Ginge's acute hearing. At the mere suck of a lens cap being removed from a camera
there would be a blur as Ginge grabbed a spade and dug furiously. At the instant of
shutter release Ginge would do the same to the spade and continue his little other task.
I only mention this in passing as I have photos to prove it! (See photograph over page).
Keep happy Ken Q.
Contributed by Ken Quinn formerly of Elliott Bros.

(See picture over the page. Ed) —>
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L to R:-me, can't see my glasses 'cause I haven't got them on, John Flaxman, worried
about Ginge, and centre John Ison, always sleeps with his head in a box, it might stunt
his growth. Just off camera, Ginge is digging!
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GEAR BOX FAILURES !
In response to the problem mentioned in the second part of ‘Two facets of Blue Ranger
flights’ after I had asked Ken if there were any design problems with the GPI.6
Longitude gear box.
Ken’s reply:Ginge,
I was never aware of a gear box design problem, and yes I was very involved with the
GPI 6. I have a front view photo in front of me right now.{some people prefer scantily
clad ladies!} My main involvement was the over all package design. Do you
remember the back of the unit? It had two tubes circulating forced air through an
external cooler. That was a mad panic addition. On final lab testing it was found that
over heating caused spurious failures. We quickly installed one inch cube fans in the
only space left but they weren't man enough. The only voids I could find were two
triangular spaces the length of the case top L and R. Cooling ducts were fitted in this
space, then with two fans, one circulating air, the other cooling an air to air radiator. In
actual fact, we couldn't find an air to air cooler so ran with the mock up model that I
located in Middlesborough or somewhere on the phone which was liquid to air! So
much for the rigid Farnborough testing requirements! After all this we had to ask for
extra cockpit space to install this Heath Robinson device. I think that the beer frig had
to be moved to gain space!
Anyway Ginge, maybe this was the story behind the gear box failures!
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VEHICLES OF STATURE

How great it is to have the opportunity to regurgitate lovely memories. In all
honesty I can't recall much serious stuff, but I do have fond threads with lighter
moments. I insert here a couple of Incidents, do they have any relevance to
your archival needs?
John Saxon’s vehicles always spring to mind when nostalgic cars are the go. John had
a Falcon sedan I recall, he had it modified to allow the back of the front bench seat to
lie flat, this converted the seating arrangement into a double bed. Never really
understood his need for this embellishment, he wasn't married and didn't go camping.
Anyway, There was a basic design problem as, after rebound from sudden braking or
rapid acceleration the latching would let go both John S and passenger would be
horizontal. Impressive, but poor timing.
John Saxon then went into a sparkling new green Fiat Fifteen Hundred or Mille Cinqo
Cento [Is that correct?] John was very proud of this motor. I think it was around about
the time of his aircraft pilot training. But I digress. It was Saturday evening and we
were off to a double date down Glenelg way. Half way through Military Road with
John S trying for Mach One, a local aged inhabitant backed out of his garage impeding
our progress. Choices were limited, a looming Stobie pole a slow moving vehicle and
rapidly diminishing free space. I don't remember his selection, but in the execution
thereof we performed a near perfect Inverted Roll. No body was injured in this
incident but I finished up in the driver seat, John the passenger. Needless to say, we
were late for our date.
Fiats seemed to dominate the team scene about that time, John Evans chose a
magnificent Twenty one Hundred, or was it twenty-Two? His then, pride and joy. One
morning John E drove to Salisbury A weeny bit under par. He didn't improve during
the day, so, come knock off time, John asked me if I would like to drive his
magnificent beast home with him as passenger, just to give me pleasure of course! We
were tailing an Arnott's Biscuit van home I recall. This was one of those high vans
with a huge roof rack on top designed to house empty square tins safely back to base
for repacking. Following closely behind I espied a tin lose grip of the top roof rack
and descend in our path, no great trauma until the Fiat's left front wheel reshaped the
tin from square to L shaped which prevented any further rotation. The ensuing metallic
screech was a muso's dream. If John E had been pregnant rather than hung over, he
would have given birth on the spot!
Do you remember the Refrigerated van we had? Bedford I think. Planned to transport
the capsule from the Contractors area to the loading area in cool comfort. I can not
recall ever, the 'frig being switched on, except on sorties to the beach for beverage
chilling.
Well I remember a Fund raising weekend for The Teams Ski Boat coffers. We
all congregated at Sellicks Beach. A drive-on beach with ample space for
frivolities. Two or three of us had shares in Go-Karts, which we unselfishly
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donated for the day. The carton of beer each for us was sort of out of pocket
expenses. Now here is the nub of the tale. Scrumptious Edie B was offered a
ride. Not for free I might add. Edie looked her lovely best and was shown the
go and stop pedals, and off she went on a flying start. In retrospect, schooling
on steering would have been beneficial. Off goes Edie on a rapidly converging
angle to the incoming sea! A huge bow wave descended, which quite
fortuitously dampened further sub marine progress, but ruined Edie's hair do!
Ginge, I am aware that sensitivities will have changed in all these years, if
there is any thought that offence could be caused please instruct me. (No way
Ken. Ed.)
Contributed by Ken Quinn formerly of Elliott Bros.
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BLUE STEEL FLIGHT TRIALS - ELLIOTT TEAM ADELAIDE
‘61 TO ‘65
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Some of John Flaxman’s Random Memory Snapshots
or
‘Notes from a Large Inland’ (with apologies to Bill Bryson*)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Reluctantly dredged from the murky depths of his core stack after relentless threats
from Ginge, pleas for help in filling his book and finally, desperate exhortations about
‘‘giving value for money’’, ‘‘can’t let people down’’ and ‘‘time’s running out’’ etc.
So - for what they’re worth, here are some of said dredgings and don’t blame me blame Ginge!)
• Water skiing in the surf at West Beach - much more interesting than the flat-water
variety. We could drive straight onto the beach to launch the company speedboat in
those days - somewhat exciting without four-wheel drive.
• Water skiing at Snowdons Beach on most evenings during the summer. Some of
this was being towed by Alan York in his Jeep, racing along the sandy shoreline but
most was done behind the company speedboat and involved circling anti-clockwise
over the shark breeding grounds near Outer Harbour. No wonder we all learned to
ski in record time and hung on to those boards for dear life!
• Sailing with Bob Cudmore and Roy Stewart off West Beach when Roy, obeying
Bob's polite request to ‘###**!!!! OUT ###@@@!!!! ’ lost his grip on the sheet
and fell overboard. Since we had just been discussing the likelihood of sharks being
in the area and deciding in the affirmative it was no surprise that Roy hit the water
with arms flailing and made Johnny Weismuller look like Donald Duck. I’ll swear
that he would have overtaken the boat had we not hauled him on board.
• Go Kart racing with the Alan York racing team - we didn’t win much but it was
good fun. We had to lower our standards and use a real racetrack after there were
numerous complaints from the owners of gravel-sprayed cars that were
inconsiderately parked in the carpark inside the contractors area at W.R.E. where
the kart was normally put through its paces.
• Sailing around Inner Harbour in my homemade sailing dinghy and generally
causing havoc and concern to the mercantile community in the area. There were no
collisions, just a few near misses as Roy will remember no doubt. On cold days we
used to thaw out with hot milk and rum at one of the harbourside pubs - great stuff
to get the blood flowing again. Ken Quinn’s sloop was moored at the sailing club at
the time and it is written in Elliott Team folklore that he used his trombone as a
substitute for a horn to signal the keeper of the Inner Harbour Bridge to open it up
for him as he set off for the open sea - and it apparently worked! Is it true Ken?
(Note. Ken has very kindly just informed me that the story is, in fact, quite true but that
he subsequently found it very difficult to practice his trombone as the bridge would be
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raised and lowered in time to his rhythm and it soon became rather unnerving. )
• Two elderly ladies, with eyes like saucers, leaping (in an elderly way) from a seat
near the French windows which opened on to the balcony at the Largs Pier Hotel
where we were staying. The noise that had startled them was a good imitation of a
large wounded elephant dying just outside the window, but in fact was nothing
more dangerous than John Evans warming up his newly unpacked trombone and
really letting it rip. A few days later the hotel was rocked by an express train
roaring through the lounge - the walls actually shook! Once again it was discovered
to be John testing one of his just unpacked belongings - this time it was his sound
system putting out about ten Gigawatts! After this somewhat shattering experience
we looked forward daily to his next unpacking session hoping fervently that its
effect would be equally dramatic.
• One evening on our way home from W.R.E. , the car radio informed us that an
escaped tiger, of all things, was at that very moment roaming around in the Gepps
Cross area of Adelaide and the locals were asked to stay indoors for their own
safety, (presumably in case it was hungry). That night, on the TV news, we were
presented with pictures of Hanbry Brown, a well known big game hunter and owner
of a gun shop in Adelaide, wearing full safari gear including the obligatory tiger
skin hat band, advancing slowly, gun raised, towards the poor cornered animal
which had been found not far from its cage. Now this man had a reputation - when
President Kennedy was shot there was speculation that a second gunman was
involved since a single marksman could not have hit his target so accurately with
two shots in the existing bad light. In a single experiment Hanbry Brown destroyed
this theory completely by doing just that, (to a simulated target of course) and now
he was at it again. He was cool - really cool! He waited until the animal charged and
then slowly raising his rifle, shot it with one bullet while it was actually in midair
and dropping it stone dead almost at his feet - real Boys Own Ripping Yarns stuff,
this! If he’d been half a second late he would’ve been tiger tucker for sure. The
Great White Hunter then ran to the beast, pulling a large hunting knife from his belt
and was promptly restrained by several burly policemen as, no doubt, it wasn’t
considered particularly sporting to skin someone else’s tiger. We all felt terribly
sorry for the poor old cat as it hadn’t actually harmed anyone and was probably only
trying to escape the horrifying stench which usually thickened the air around the
Gepps Cross abattoirs near where its circus had unfortunately parked. We knew
exactly how it must have felt - we had to drive through this nauseous pong every
day on the way to work and we didn’t exactly hang around in that vicinity either I
can tell you!
• One Christmas a few of us decided to become rich by joining the army of fruit
pickers on the Murray. We trogged up to the labour exchange in Barmera and after
signing on we were told to go and wait in the pub until we were called - what a way
to wait for a job - fantastic! Fortunately our enforced idleness didn’t last long and
before we had a chance to drink too much we were on our way to our new boss’s
fruit block where his long rows of apricots (Moorparks and Royals- I’ve never
forgotten!) were about to receive our loving attention. The situation was very much
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like that of a shearing shed - the bunkhouse was clean but very spartan and the
kitchen was massive with a dining table you could have played snooker on if only
its surface had been a bit smoother. The rest of the gang were already there and
included a professional itinerant fruit picker and his wife who, it was agreed, at her
suggestion, to look after us as far as cooking, shopping, cleaning the bunkhouse etc,
while we all worked in the fruit blocks. We’d come home at the end of a very long
day and sit around the snooker table while she produced beautiful roasts and
steamed puds etc. She’d say to her two children ‘scram while the men have their
dinner’ and generally make us feel important, rather like Ide did in The
Sundowners. Sometimes we’d all pile into and onto whatever transport was around
and repair to the Moorook Pub where, after a few schooners and a game of darts
we’d return to sit around our table happily eating, drinking and discussing. That
table soon became a treasured part of our lives and was the social centre of our
world. The work was hard and there was little time off. We actually had Christmas
Day to loll around the bunkhouse but at six the following morning we were again
hanging on to the boss’s trailer for dear life as he pulled it behind his tractor
towards his ##@!!! apricots. It was pouring with rain and he had very generously
supplied us with large plastic bags with holes cut for our arms and head - the work
must go on!
We consoled ourselves with thoughts of the untold wealth that would be ours
when this was all over and gritting our teeth continued climbing - picking descending -climbing - picking - descending - climbing - picking - descending all day, every day (except Sundays) until the great day arrived and our time was
finally up. It was rather like being demobbed from the Airforce - a day you’d
thought would never, never ever, come and here it was at last. Joy! We fronted up at
the boss’s back door and, appropriately touching our forelocks, collected the wages
he’d kept for us, paid our bills, settled our drinking debts and headed for home. On
the way back we pondered and puzzled as to why our great master plan had failed
and we were returning distinctly un-wealthy (some had spent more than they’d
actually earned) and why we had been subjecting ourselves to such torture for so
long for so little.
I still can’t look an apricot - Moorepark, Royal or any other variety for that matter in the face, even if you could do that to a piece of fruit!
•

A lucky sheep property over on the Yorke Peninsular received a working visit from
a few of us one time, and there we experienced the working life in a shearing shed
doing most of the general jobs, such as ‘throwing the fleece’, baling the wool,
sweeping up the dads and generally getting in the way. The shearer's quarters
weren’t exactly Hyatt standard but were nevertheless quite comfortable and we all
felt quite at home. We were travelling in our 1927 Morris Cowley at the time and
we used it to round up the sheep by setting it rolling under manual throttle in a
wide circle around the paddock, while we assisted on foot and with old Socks the
horse. This brilliant strategy helped to control the mob - I think! The dear old
Cowley, however, didn’t take too well to doing its own thing and we found it
steaming with rage and seized up solid, having run out of water. Such is the
resilience of these old engines (white metal bearings etc.) that after a long drink she
carried on as though nothing had happened and in fact took us all safely back to
Adelaide at the end of our visit with no obvious deterioration in performance. What
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a vehicle! It came complete with a lifetime supply of cotton waste used to pad out
its vinyl covered bodywork. You could easily grab a handful through any
convenient hole in the vinyl to wipe the dipstick or for any other cleaning purpose.
• The speculation we caused during one of our many trips to the opal field at
Andamooka because we camped actually on our claim rather than in town or
elsewhere, the inference being of course, that we were on to colour and didn’t want
to leave it unguarded at night. We did an awful lot of blasting with gelignite that
we bought in the local store together with the groceries, and why we didn’t kill
ourselves is still a mystery. However, all this explosive activity certainly impressed
the locals no end. ‘Making wages only’ seemed to be a popular saying around the
opal field and so it became our stock reply to the many queries we received as to
how we were going and this probably made things worse. On the day we left
(unfortunately opal-less) we heard that the local policeman was looking for the
mongrel who had spread the rumour that there was opal in the area in front of his
hut and which was now very reminiscent of the last days of the Somme battlefield,
as a thousand bulldozers ripped and dug up his view.
• Donald Campbell’s land speed record attempt in July 1964 at Lake Eyre received
some support from a few of the team who had somehow conned George Dewey, our
boss, into allowing the company’s vehicles to be used for the trip. I went up with
John Ison in his vehicle. We camped on the edge of the salt lake waiting for the
wind to drop, watching a fluttering flag until it finally drooped and indicated that it
was now safe for a serious record attempt. D.C.’s plane brought him out from
Muloorina Station where he was staying, and as the media people oiled their
cameras, excitement mounted. We were escorted out onto the salt by a police
convoy along a clearly marked causeway - apparently it would be extremely easy to
lose one’s bearings once out of sight of land since the lake is vast (about 70km wide
by 140km long) and once out on its surface the horizon appears the same for 360
degrees of view. As it was bitterly cold it was easy to imagine that we were standing
on ice and snow somewhere in Antarctica rather than salt in northern South
Australia. Donald Campbell turned out to be one of the old time gentlemen and he
made a point of coming over to thank us for coming and chatted away as though we
were old friends. He personally showed us over Bluebird’s cockpit and explained
the functions of all the dials and controls - all very much like an aeroplane’s. One
item which seemed out of place was an oxygen mask which, he said, was there ‘just
in case’, since no one had ever been as fast as he intended to go in a land based
vehicle! Wow!
Bluebird, with its turbines powered up, sounded just like an aircraft taking off under
full power. It almost immediately disappeared over the horizon following a track
painted on the salt with blue dye, and then it all went quiet, except for the crackle of
the timekeeper’s radios. The mechanics in the support team said very little while
listening for news and it was quite eerie really, after all the noise and turmoil at the
start. Eventually word came back that there was a problem with Bluebird’s massive
wheels (52 inches in diameter and very narrow) sinking into the salt surface which
was waterlogged in parts. We all drove along the blue line until we found a very
disconsolate Donald Campbell and his advisers looking at the soggy wheel tracks
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and obviously planning their next move. It was a great shame as he’d come so very
close to breaking the land speed record and we all felt for him.
The attempt was postponed on this occasion until the lake dried sufficiently but he
succeeded on the second attempt a year later with an average speed over two runs of
403 m.p.h. Unfortunately we were not present to see it: apparently driving around
on the salt lake had played havoc with the company vehicles and they were never
quite the same after that - those unfortunate drivers who had custody of them
overnight were kept awake by the rusting noises!
Note. Donald Campbell died three years later in 1967 when his jet boat, also named
Bluebird, crashed during his water speed record attempt on Coniston Water in
Lancashire. He was already holding the world record at that time.
• Ayer’s Rock in the good old days - we had to drive around and around to find a
suitable place to climb it - there were no signs to guide us and certainly no painted
path with guide rails. In fact, there was nothing; no bitumen roads, no campsites, no
hotels and NO tourists - just the rock itself. Bliss.
•

Returning from Darwin on one trip, we picked up a couple of young hitch hikers
who had just returned from Asia and were heading south for home. At night around
the fire they flipped when they saw the massive steaks and piles of spuds etc. that

we put away - their stomachs had shrunk during their stay in Asia where
presumably they had been living on rice and they could only nibble at their meat
and spuds. Anyway, we thought it would be clever to take a short cut through the
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•

Woomera Range which would by-pass Coober Pedy and save us a lot of travelling
time. We entered the forbidden world at Mt. Eba and continued on past the
launcher pads, eventually appeared at the main gate and attempted to exit the
security area. The guards had trouble handling this as it was unheard of for visitors
to appear at the gate from the inside rather than the outside, especially when they
didn't hold security passes as was the case with our two hitch hikers. There was
much activity in the police box, phone calls were made and many security tooth
was gnashed. At first we were threatened with being refused exit and being forced
to retrace our steps all the way back to Mt. Eba and thence round the range on the
Coober Pedy road. Then it was pointed out that to do so we would have to re-pass
the launcher area with two non-security cleared persons on board which surely was
against regulations. It all got far too complicated and eventually we were
reluctantly set free and on our way back to Adelaide, much to the relief of the local
gendarmerie. We could tell they were glad we were off by the way some of them
waved us goodbye with clenched fists and gritted teeth.
We were travelling from the Townsville to Alice on the Flinders Highway and the
stretch between Hughenden and Cloncurry is dead straight and extends for miles
before disappearing over the horizon. About midday there appeared far ahead, a
strange thing on the road. It seemed to be approaching but was very hard to identify
through the heat haze. As it got nearer it looked like it could be a truck but there
were things waving around on either side of it and was like nothing we'd ever seen
on the road. Someone joked about it being a truck load of elephants but who'd
expect to find elephants on an outback road miles from nowhere? As time passed
the mystery vision looked more and more like a truck full of elephants but we still
couldn't believe it. Of course that's exactly what it was, part of a circus on the move
and the big animals seemed to be having a high old time riding in the back, waving
their trunks around for all they were worth in great excitement I imagine although,
of course, it could have been sheer terror.

• When our brakes failed completely up somewhere in the north west, the bloke at
Fitzroy Crossing, said ‘ We don’t have a garage here but not to worry, mate, there’s
one at Hall’s Creek up the road. It’s only a couple of hundred miles or so and you
won’t need your brakes - it’s mostly flat country.’ Funny thing - he was right!
• One Christmas Eve, up in the Kimberley not far from Wyndham, we were stuck on
the road trying to reposition our rear axle with a fence post (the U-bolts had snapped
due to the corrugations) when an open jeep approached and lurched to a halt. It was
absolutely overloaded with slabs of beer which were piled much higher than safety
dictated and it was a miracle that it all stayed on board. It was driven by a small
cowboy with a very large hat - more Queensland style - and, get this, wearing
stirrups. Apparently he’d been sent into town from one of the local cattle stations to
stock up the Christmas beer supplies and, as he owned up, ‘I can ride any horse or
beast with four legs but these mechanical monsters have me beat!’ After sharing a
few of his hot beers (and I mean HOT - almost too hot to hold!) he wished us a
Merry Christmas and with a lot of gear crunching and swearing he lurched away to
his mates on the station. He was accompanied by an Aboriginal girl who, we could
see, was pointing at the gear lever or something and generally giving him advice on
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how to ride his mechanical horse!
• Christmas Day in Wyndham, Kimberley region. We were de-hydrating as the water
supply we carried in the ute was literally too hot to touch, never mind drink. We
were actually dipping paper tissues into the containers and sucking water from them
which wasn’t very satisfactory at all. As we approached the town of Wyndham we
thought our problems were over and that we could replenish our liquids before
pressing on - how wrong we were! The town appeared deserted, it was like Gary
Cooper’s place at High Noon: the police station, hospital, store - all shut and not a
sign of life anywhere. So we did what anyone would do in these circumstances and
looked for the pub and there the reason for the deserted streetscape became obvious
- the local population was gathered in a dimly lit internal room at the back of the
pub where there was an open beer keg, some Christmas decorations and a scratchy
record player trying its best to engender some life into what was obviously a very
miserable party. People were sat all around the walls like bashful boys at a girl’s
school dance but there was no sign of fun or enjoyment - they just sat there. The
effect was as if someone had just made a speech containing bad news and we’d
walked in at the wrong moment. Anyway, we were met by a rather brusque
gentleman who informed us in no uncertain terms that there was no beer available
and that this was a private party so please push off! Despite explaining that we were
desperate for nothing more than cold water as we were slowly turning into human
Gibson Deserts and offering to pay for it (in those days you didn’t buy water as you
can today) he still refused and asked us to leave. Finally he agreed to sell us some
large bottles of soft drink and ushered out of his miserable pub. Now, since we’d all
been living out in the bush for a fair while I can honestly say that we probably
appeared like escapees from a central Albanian chain gang and certainly didn’t look
the best, to put it mildly, but after all, it was Christmas Day! We sat on the
miserable steps of his miserable pub and drank all of his miserable soft drink and
promptly brought it all up as our stomachs couldn’t take the onslaught of several
pints of sweet yuk in one hit. We wished him and his miserable town (apologies to
any ‘Wyndhamites’, but this was a long time ago!) a Merry Christmas and pressed
on, thirstier than ever.
• Kununurra, on that Christmas evening in ’62, was almost a tent town. As we drove
down its street (adjective deliberately omitted) we passed one of the only two brick
built dormitory blocks and noticed a cold water dispenser in its lobby. Now, up in
these parts at this time of year cold water is as precious as gold and you cannot buy
it anywhere. People would rather give you their last crust, anything rather than part
with their private stock of beautiful cold water, so the sight of this presumably
endless supply was too much for us and we invaded the lobby and attacked the
water dispenser with grim determination. Our rather gross guzzling performance
soon attracted a group of young blokes who were extremely impressed at our
drinking capacity and who, on hearing our sad Wyndham story, invited us to use
their showers etc, before escorting us to their Christmas dinner. The masses of
beautiful cold turkey, ham, salad and pud etc. soon restored our more than
somewhat depleted faith in human nature and was just slightly better than the stuff
we had been eating on the track - not really!
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• After dinner and bursting with delicious tucker we were taken by our hosts to the
local padre’s garden party where they introduced us to the guests as ‘four mad
Poms who are still travelling the Top End roads even though the ‘‘wet’’ has
started’. It seemed we had become local celebrities of a sort - I’m not quite sure
what sort but at least everyone was enquiring about our trip and generally being
extremely friendly. The big event of the evening arrived and we were asked to hush
up and sit on the grass while a transistor radio was placed in the middle of the lawn
so that we could be entertained by the Queen’s Christmas speech all the way from
the old dart. It just goes to show that no matter how far you go you can bet that
civilisation will always catch up with you sooner or later. After the shindig was all
over we drove a few miles out of town, unrolled our swags under the stars and
returned to reality.
• Our doubtful fame` appeared to have been justified as we were told that all those
who didn’t intend to endure the wet season up there had flown out long before. We
were extremely lucky in that the wet hadn’t really started in earnest but still there
were a few interesting times! Roy and I were taking our ease in the back of the old
ute as Ginge drove us on into the night, when we noticed that we were making quite
a nice bow wave which, we thought, was rather strange for a vehicle driving down a
dirt road. We looked over the top of the cab and were surprised to see nothing but
water as far we could see in the headlights and to us it appeared that we were
driving down a river. We looked at each other, subsided back onto our bedrolls and
tried to pretend this wasn’t really happening. Ginge, however, apparently
unconcerned, continued steering our seemingly amphibious vehicle down the centre
of the watery expanse until eventually we came to solid ground again and proceeded
onwards as though nothing had happened - phew! What a bush basher.
• South of Alice one day we came upon the Finke River in flood, as one does
sometimes, and as it was impossible to cross that night we pulled in and camped
around our customary bush fire (you couldn’t do it nowadays - you can’t get the
wood you know!). In the morning the river had dropped a fair bit so we thought
we’d try to cross as we were in a hurry to get back for some reason. We rigged the
old ute with all the plastic stuff and snorkel on the exhaust pipe etc. and proceeded
past the queue of vehicles waiting on the road, occasionally detecting mumbled
remarks like ‘look at those idiots’ and ‘this is going to be good’ etc. Roy, I think it
was, waded ahead and gave the ok so we drove across. Our success was met with
some applause from the stranded ones and, of course, triggered considerable activity
in the more adventurous of them. We waded back across the river carrying our
plastic sheets etc. for someone to use but the occupants of the first car in line
refused our offer and said that as a Volkswagen could go anywhere they wouldn’t
need any of the waterproofing stuff. To our astonishment they took a run at it and
rocketed into the water at a fair old speed, creating a very impressive splash and of
course stopped almost immediately. It’s truly amazing what some people will do to
prove a point!
• The Betoota Pub, a very famous watering hole up in the ‘Corner Country’ where
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Queensland, NSW, South Australia and the Northern Territory all come together,
was where we ran across a survey party from the SA Mines Dept. They had ‘been
bush’ for a long time, having plotted and measured their way from Port Augusta

They said we would never
make it over the third sandhill
out of Birdsville, going East!

way down south and it was apparent that the four members of the party were feeling
the effects of their long privation. They had a four wheel drive vehicle each and all
had a beer opener screwed to its dashboard and in normal travelling configuration
there was a slab of beer on the seat for the driver’s use in transit. We declined their
kind offer to split up and travel with them and proceeded on our way west to
Innamincka Station over some very hilly and sandy country, down the length of the
Strzelecki and came out of the desert at Lyndhurst where, guess who we found at
the pub? They camped with us that night in a dry river bed (which is a definite ‘no
no’ normally, but anyway - ) and drank their beer round the fire while we made
steak and veg. as usual. Breakfast was the same - the only solid food they prepared
was some bread and milk for their pet joey and dingo pup, they themselves enjoyed
some more beer. To cut a long story short, when we returned to Adelaide I enquired
at the Mines Dept. about a job as our contract at W.R.E. was coming to an end.
When I mentioned the survey team to my interviewer in the vain hope that it might
help me a bit, he turned a pale shade of puce and informed me that the terrible four
had finally emerged from the bush three months overdue, had overturned their
caravan which they had then burned and that at that very moment they were all
enjoying Her Majesty’s pleasure in gaol, with the exception of the surveyor himself
who had somehow escaped with a dishonourable dismissal. They say that you can
go troppo if you spend too long in the bush and boy, did this gang ever go troppo!
Needless to say I heard no more from the Mines Department!
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• In general our bush travels took us all over Australia - clockwise, anti clockwise, up
and down the middle and to some strange places in between. We did this in the days
when most of the roads were dirt and most probably corrugated and service stations/
motels did not pollute the roadscape every few miles ! For example, the Nullarbor
crossing was all dirt from Ceduna in South Australia to just east of Norseman and
there was only one source of very expensive petrol situated somewhere along the
way. We carried sufficient supplies of petrol, water and of course food, to last a
long time. We crossed rivers, traversed sandhills, explored long deserted goldmines

‘Digging out’ again!
Not far from Woomera

in very remote country and on some trips, drove all day without seeing another
vehicle or human being. All this we did without the benefit of four wheel drive
vehicles. Among them, Roy’s FJ Holden sedan and Zephyr, John Evan’s Fiat 2300,
Dave Hollingsworth’s Morris Minor van, Ginge’s Ford ute, John Ison’s ?????? , our
communally owned 1927 Morris Cowley and of course my old FJ ute all did the
honours. Not only did they travel the Birdsville Track, the Strzelecki Creek, the Red
Centre, the Kimberley, the MacDonnell Ranges and so on but they also carried us
on many fossicking sorties for such treasures as opals at Coober Pedy, Andamooka,
Lightning Ridge and somewhere else that I can’t remember, emeralds, sapphires
and rubies at Anakie, Emerald and the area west of Rockhampton, gold at Mt.
Painter in the far north of the Flinders Range, way past Umberatana and
Moolawatana Stations, and many, many more exciting (to us anyway) destinations.
Now, the big mystery is, of course, why, in these days of wall to wall bitumen with
motels and service stations sprouting every few miles, do we need so many four
wheel drive vehicles?
Come to think of it - if only we’d had one in those days of launching the speedboat
at West Beach!
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• Last and definitely least - this saga all started at Borehamwood where I was
working in the circuit design section on the third floor with Dick Collinson, Ken
Bundy (where are you Ken?), Alwyn Stagles and others whose names escape me at
the moment, for which I apologize . Having read ‘First Overland’ by Tim Slessor,
the true story of students from Oxford and Cambridge driving two LandRovers
from U.K. across Europe and Asia to Australia , a friend and I were planning to do
the same trip in a London taxi - de rigeur in those days. When Alan Frazer, our
boss, heard about this, he suggested that if I was determined to go to Australia I
might as well go with the trials team and make myself useful! This offer was far too
good to refuse so I flew out while my oppo travelled by coach instead of taxi. After
a chequered career around the northern parts prospecting etc. he is now a millionaire
and actually owns half of Darwin, various gold mines and properties around
Katherine. I, on the other hand, do not -- sigh!
• I do, however, own one of the original Series 1 (1958) LandRovers as used by
Oxford and Cambridge for their epic trip and it still starts at the touch of the
proverbial button. It can’t rust, being made of aluminium , can almost climb a brick
wall in bottom gear and converts to an open jeep in just half a minute, simply by
removing the doors and cab and folding down the windscreen to rest on the bonnet.
I have had it for about thirty years and although its only job now is to carry my
water tank and fire pump, the dear old thing sits there in the paddock absolutely
exuding adventure. You just can’t look at it without thinking of African safaris,
desert crossings or, in my case, ‘First Overland’.
Good on yer Tim!
***********************
How’s that Ginge?
All complaints, corrections, comments and abuse to;Flax@netspeed.com.au (as well as Ginge ) if you please.
‘Notes from a Small Island’ by Bill Bryson
Contributed by John Flaxman formerly of Elliott Bros.
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BLUE STEEL - TO AUSTRALIA AND BEYOND
I was born in Falmouth in November 1936, raised in St, Austell and educated at Truro
School. Aged 16, I left school with nine O levels, and went to London to look for a job.
I was taken on by ELLIOTT BROS (LONDON LTD) with effect from 1.1. 1954 as a
"Student Assistant" at £2.17.6. per week. In due course I was enrolled on a four year
Sandwich Course at Hatfield Technical College from which I emerged in 1959 with a
Higher National Diploma in Electrical Engineering. Some additional examinations
enabled me to qualify as a Graduate of the Institution of Electrical Engineers. Later I
became a member of the British Computer Society and eventually a Chartered
Engineer under the Engineering Council in 1990.
However in 1959 at the end of my studies I was working in the Inertial Navigation
Laboratories at Borehamwood under Dick Collinson and was asked by Alan Fraser if I
would like to join the development team for Blue Steel at the works of A.V.Roe & Co.
Ltd. in Woodford, Cheshire terrific!
At that time I was driving a 1936 Rover saloon on its last legs. Prior to this I had had
two BSA 250 motorcycles each of which was written off, and lastly a DOUGLAS 350.
The journey to Woodford by road from Borehamwood was not an insignificant
undertaking because the M1 motorway had not yet been built. The steering wheel had
about 20 degree play and the exhaust system leaked into the cabin, requiring the windout windscreen to be open for ventilation. I don't think I risked driving South with it
again. The introduction of the MO.T. forced me to pay someone to tow it away
eventually, after I had bought my first new car in April 1960. New cars were on
waiting lists then but I managed to buy a new FORD ANGLIA with a cutaway rear
window for £657, on the road. This was replaced in March 1961 by a SUNBEAM
ALPINE which I did not see until its arrival at PORT ADELAIDE some weeks later.
This cost £908 tax free including £98 for ship freight delivery to Australia.
However on first arrival at Woodford I had been advised to seek accommodation at a
pub called the "Flower Pot" where resided the notorious Ron Mosely and also Peter
Wilson. The pub was run by an ex-policeman who was apparently assured of being
tipped off in the event of a likely raid. Nightly parties seemed to carry on from "closing
time" 'til dawn. Endless games of spoof at the bar resulted in a succession of drinks all
round..
At the Elliott office within A.V. Roe premises I found the esteemed Clive Nicholas and
secretary Win. Ron Mosely and Peter Wilson appeared from time to time but John
Keeble ran the day to day operations. Others appeared later including John Saxon, Pete
Bryan, Dick Browne, Bob Barclay et al.
I left the Flower Pot to preserve my health and took a room in the same B&B
establishment as Clive Nicholas in Wilmslow. Later on I moved into a flat in a nearby
large old house called Glenbrook in Holly Road, Wilmslow. For a while Bob Barclay
shared the flat with me.
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My recollections of work are of much testing, modifying and soldering with occasional
topping up of FREON! I flew a few times with the RAF in a VALIANT, and still have
the flying helmet and suit to prove it.
Missions were invariably aborted but I was more concerned about not being able to get
out in an emergency or needing to spend a penny in flight. The two pilots were alright
up front with assisted ejector seats, but the three sitting in the back faced the wrong
way in a sort of well. Once the parachutes were stowed away and the seats pushed
back there was no chance of getting anywhere near the emergency exit during flight. I
was told that if anyone had the misfortune in flight to need to get out of the later
VULCAN whose exit was in the floor, the slipstream would tip you over and crack
your head on the door frame. If Blue Steel was slung below, you would presumably be
split in two by its tail fin as you passed by, so why bother getting out.
There was a bottle contraption for calls of nature in emergency in flight, but I never
dared to use it.
The great financial incentives were the savings which could be made from Travel and
Living away from home allowances; especially if you didn't actually travel back to
London. This is how I could afford my new Ford and Sunbeam Alpine. I have a letter
from Alan Fraser dated 6.2.61 which said inter alia that the Australian conditions of
service included an additional salary of 30% and a fixed allowance of £A10 per week.
I flew to Australia with Dick and Jean Browne in a propeller driven aircraft which took
about a week to get to Adelaide. I think that RAF rules stipulated that pilots were
limited to four hours flight time. So from an M.O.D. airfield we landed first in Malta,
then Benghazi in Libya followed by Aden, the island of Gan in the Indian Ocean,
Changi Airport in Singapore, Darwin and finally Adelaide.
I believe we spent a night in each place. I remember touring around Malta, not much
about Benghazi or Aden but the loo's in Gan had frogs and the shopping in the
corrugated false fronted shops in Changi Alley was fantastic. You had to watch the
shop keepers like a hawk just like a game of "find the lady". I recall Dick Browne back
in the RAF mess that night unpacking all his goodies only to find the lenses and
accessories did not match the camera body! Urgent action by the RAF next morning
was needed to getting matching parts.
I arrived in Adelaide on 23.3.1961 and was met by Norman Moorhen amongst others,
who had got there before me. I was taken to the Largs' Pier Hotel which became my
home for some months. There were lots of us staying there although I can't remember
exactly who.
As at the Flower Pot many of us tried to drink the place dry every night. There was a
bar maid called Addy who lived next door to the Hotel. She used to pour ice cold beer
into jugs to let it warm up a bit before consumption. It took my teeth a while to
acclimatise to the beer temperature.
We used to drive to the Barossa Valley at week-ends to drink free wine, picnic and
return with cases of bottles. I stored these in my hotel bedroom wardrobe. There were
some terrible drinking sessions with a Welsh scientist called Robbie whose surname I
forget. During this time I was introduced to Nancy Kitson who became my girlfriend.
I remember the drive to work from Largs Pier to WRE Salisbury. The first impression
was of all the telegraph poles and the wires criss crossing the sky. The second
impression was of the dreadful smell emanating from the glue factory we passed each
day en route, in the STANDARD VANGUARD company cars. There were of course
many other much better impressions. I had bought a PENTAX camera and CANON
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cine camera in Changi and recorded everything. I have boxes and boxes of slides and
cine film. I also did some black and white processing myself but that came later when I
finally moved into my own flat at 16, HENRY ST., PLYMPTON down on the Anzac
Highway. By that time I was driving around in my Sunbeam Alpine which I believe
was the first of its kind in Australia.
Apart from work there are too many recollections to record but a few stand out.
I have been a life long investor in stocks and shares but it all began through Basil
Sellers of Cutten & Harvey Stockbrokers, a friend I think of Jenny Ayres. My first
purchase was for 100 NEWS LIMITED ordinary 5/- shares on 9.11.61 which cost
£A78.3.6! My enthusiasm for buying shares was shared by Dave Hollingsworth who
lived further down the Anzac Highway and every night on the way home we would
scour the newspapers for movement in share prices. I learned to water ski behind the
communal speedboat and remember a great barbecue party we had up the Murray
River somewhere. There was also the doomed Kite, made by Alan Yorke I think,
which I filmed being towed behind our boat down at Port Adelaide. Once I went on an
expedition into the bush with Alan and am somewhat ashamed in these more caring
days to say we shot, killed and recovered one or more kangaroos.
Once or twice I made the drive up to Woomera with Dave Lloyd I think in one of the
Vanguards. This inevitably resulted in getting absolutely caked with the clouds of fine
red bull dust set up by the cars.
Alan Yorke and I had identical Go-carts which we used to keep and race at W.R.E. but
one day we took them to a vast flat beach which was quite empty. After tearing around
in ever decreasing circles we managed to hit each other head on. Other first
impressions include the novelty of driving into a garage forecourt and putting money
in a machine and withdrawing block or crushed ice for the ESKY.
Also of course the drive-in cinemas and the mad rodeo at the end as everyone bucked
their cars over the humps on the way to the exit. Sometimes this was further enlivened
by forgetting to replace the loudspeaker on its pole before driving off!
There was the time Nancy and I drove to Sydney and met up with Pete Bryan and Edie
in Kings Cross. I think the Opera House may have been in construction then and I
remember standing high up on the cliffs above the waves at the Harbour entrance.
I never got to Western Australia but I did drive up to Darwin via Alice Springs with
side trips to Coober Pedy for opals and a flight to Ayers Rock which was not then
developed for tourists. We went in a Holden belonging to a travelling salesman friend
of mine. This was one of the trips of my life, as was a solo trip I made by driving up to
the Barrier Reef in my Alpine, where I spent ten days on Heron Island.
I learned to snow ski at Fall's Creek where Nancy and I spent a week or two in the
company of Dave and Sue Hollingsworth, all recorded on cine film.
Apart from the assassination of Kennedy and the BEATLES' tour of Adelaide another
news worthy event was Donald Campbell's land speed record attempt. Five of us
decided to drive up to Lake Ayre and back for the week-end, about 300 miles each way
I think. There were Alan Yorke, Dave Arman, Tony Zetter and another. We drove in
one of those unstable high sided vans. On the way back I fell asleep at the wheel and
we bounced off the track over some very large boulders after which I was very
surprised it was still driveable. What a size the lake was and how slow Bluebird
seemed to move in the distance! We got close up to Bluebird at the base camp and I
took photos of Campbell and those strange four wheel drive vehicles called
TOYOTA'S.
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My time spent in Australia was one of the best periods in my life which came to an end
on December 1st 1964. I had had a trip back to the UK in 1962 but decided it was time
for another and opted for the free passage home by ship. In the company of Ken &
Genni Quinn we spent about six weeks on the S.S. NORTHERN STAR of the Shaw
Saville line arriving at Southampton on 14.1. 1965. Sadly Nancy and I had parted
company before I left Adelaide by plane for Sydney. We kept in touch for a while but
eventually lost contact.
I remember John Flaxman talking about driving overland from the UK back to
Australia and I thought about doing this for some time, but made an extensive tour of
Europe instead.
My basic salary was increased from £1,050 to £1,150 in November 1962 and to £1,250
in June 1963 and remained at this level until arrival back in the UK, when all
allowances ceased unfortunately. It had previously been arranged with Alan Fraser and
Peter Reffen that I would join the commercial E3 platform development team at
Rochester. I didn't enjoy this but fortunately trials began with B.O.A.C. at Heathrow. A
test rig had been installed on a BOEING 707 which was scheduled for a daily flight to
New York. My job was to follow the plane and check the equipment operation, the
objective of which was to reduce navigational error across the Atlantic so that more
planes could eventually cross in the same airspace.
Once again we were bugged with unreliability. Although I had a seat behind the
Captain and next to the Flight Engineer, subject to the permission of the Captain of the
day, Airline regulations required me to have a proper ticket and seat. It was always a
bit of a thrill to leave my first class seat before take off and go forward to the flight
deck with my letter of introduction and say to the Captain of the day "Excuse me but
would you mind coming to halt at the end of the runway and then fly straight down the
centre line before lift-off!." No one ever refused to do so fortunately, so I sat behind
the Captain and jiggled the switches. Invariably a fuse blew soon after take-off, and
although the display panel was on the flight deck most of the equipment was below
deck. I then had to ask the Captain to get out of his seat so that we could slide it
forward. This exposed a trap door down through which I climbed and crawled to reach
a power supply or some such unit to change the fuse. This was always a little nere
wracking because the Boeing’s flight control cables zipped to and fro uncomfortably
close to one's ears. I remember one occasion when the fuse had not blown and the I.N.
system seemed reasonably operational so that the Captain tried to switch from auto
pilot to I.N. Control. The result was a swift veer to port and a few passengers spilt their
drinks. I seem to remember at least one occasion when Blue Steel also swerved left
instead of right before being blown up on the range.
This phase with E3 and BOAC lasted some months. The plane sometimes got diverted
to Bermuda or Barbados which was a welcome break. Worst of all were the occasions
when the 707 refuelled and flew straight back to Heathrow with a fresh crew. Not
many can claim they flew to New York for the day, not before Concorde anyway.
As this exercise concluded I heard that Dick Browne had lost his job when TSR2 was
shut down. He joined John Saxon who was now back with Elliott Automation
Computers in Borehamwood. They encouraged me to join them and so I left I.N.
Division. EAC was then trying to boost its export sales of 803, 503 and later 4100
computers. In countries behind the Iron Curtain sales had previously been handled by
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marketing partner NCR from Augsburg. However Elliott took back control and a small
group under Des Cunningham and Ted Ryback were tasked with sales to Eastern
Europe, the USSR and China. I had Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia. Dick had Poland
and China and John had other countries. Apart from Dick few of us had language skills
and a young woman who had studied Russian was taken on. I am still in touch with
Jenny Stokes. About the most interesting trip I had was to visit East Berlin via
"Checkpoint Charlie" to do some negotiating with the East German importers,
followed by a Trade Fair in Dresden in the company of Fredaheli.
In 1966 English Electric Computers took over parts of E.A.C. and I was relocated to
Euston. I managed to fit in a months holiday in the USA and travelled all round the
perimeter with a $99 Greyhound Bus ticket.
EEC had managed to sell a large System 4 computer project to the Yugoslav Army and
a team of six including me was sent out in 1967 to set up a base in Belgrade. Many
other sales followed and I stayed there until 1973.
During my stay I met a girl from the Danish Embassy, Susanne, who subsequently
became my wife. We moved directly from Belgrade to Prague. English Electric
Computers had merged with I.C.T. in 1968 and so we became I.C.L. We stayed with
ICL in Prague for an amazing eight years, until our final posting to Athens in 1981.
After all those years spent behind the Iron Curtain from 1967 to 1981, Greece was a
completely new experience. We bought a flat in the most expensive seaside resort
about 20 miles south of the centre of Athens. This was before the property prices
rocketed following Greece's entry into the E.E.C. We still have the flat and take our
annual holidays there.
Our posting in Athens came to an end in April 1987 and we were forced to face up to a
return to the UK for residence after 20 years in continental Europe.
Our daughter Natasha was born in June 1984 and so the family returned to the house in
Borehamwood which we had bought in 1973. Unfortunately ICL was now based in
Putney and I faced a two hour drive commuting each day. ICL had nothing suitable for
me and after six months of dickering ICL allowed me to take redundancy and early
retirement.
Around this time I was fortunate to be able to buy the family home in St. Austell and
we arrived back here in October 1987 at the end of 33 years employment with ICL or
its forbears.
Our son Guy was born in December 1988 and so the circle is completed.
In retirement in the county of my forefathers I spend my time on the large garden and
as handyman around the house, but most of all our time is spent raising the children.
Their schools are within walking distance and by endlessly ferrying them from one
activity to another they are able to take part in so many extra curricular events that
were undreamed of in my childhood.
I have kept in touch with John & Betty Saxon throughout all these years.
Amazingly in 1998 we had fleeting visits from both Dave & Sue Hollingsworth and
also Ken & Genni Quinn. We live in hope that John & Betty may visit us in the near
future and there will be a warm welcome to any others who find themselves in
Cornwall.
For our part, we all hope to visit Australia in a couple of years time in between school
examinations, and perhaps to celebrate my 65th year.
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We hope you have a wonderful reunion and shall be thinking of you all.
Mike & Susanne Michell
Contributed by Mike Michell formerly of Elliott Bros.
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LETTERS HOME ‘61
Herewith snippets extracted from mail sent by TJAE to Sue during my visit to
Woodford in 1961. You will remember that WP206 Valiant came back to Marshalls
for a major wiring mod. Subsequent to this extensive trials at Woodford were carried
out to prove the modified I.N installation before the aircraft returned to Salisbury.
These extracts come under two broad headings:- workwise and socialwise.
‘John Saxon has borrowed his Mothers' Messerschmidt’. It took him seven hours to get
up from Bournemouth as its' just about clapped out’.
‘WP206 is now purely an Elliott aircraft for further research in our part of the
equipment, and is a little apart from the rest of the programme......’
‘Incidentally there is now a production line of 748's in place of where the Shackleton
‘refurb’ was taking place.....’
‘John Saxon was around - there's a possibility that he may move into the backroom
here, as one of the Swedes is going home. At the moment he is staying at The Hobo
Grange Country Club at Handforth and doesn't think much of it.’
‘Last night, Pete, Heather, Viv Young, Jim Whitehead, Bob, Sheila and myself went
up to the Swan. Everyone was in great form, the two new lads liked the place
immediately. The poodle has five pups. Heather was doing her best to get Pete to part
with 25 Guinea’s(1 Guinea = 21 shillings). He was pleasant enough about it, but said it
would "muck up the boat" ‘.
‘All was safely packed aboard the Globemaster yesterday afternoon. I was awakened
at quarter to seven by a ginormous aeroplane looming out of the mist, outside my flat
window this morning’.
‘We flew up the west coast of Italy and with clear weather had good views of Naples,
Capri etc. Likewise the Maritime Alps in France and the Swiss Alps in the distance’.
‘You will probably have heard of the Vulcan flying non-stop from London to Sydney
in 20 hours(It crashed at Heathrow on its’ arrival in UK.Ed.). Well, it passed us over
central France, going south and 2,000ft below us - I just happened to be looking out at
the right time and place.
‘Once a navigator always a navigator’.
‘WP206(Valiant) was airborne three times last week, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
She was up for 5.5hrs on the last two days, coming back about 8pm and all equipment
worked OK.....’
‘Went over to Kettleshume, had two glasses of beer and remembered you to the Kay's,
then drove up to Edale for a walk along the top of Mem Tor. It was very windy so I
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gave it up. Got the Riley stuck in a rut and it took eight hikers to get me out! Cleared
my conscience by giving three of them (girls) a lift to Edale station. Went round via
Hope, then up Pindale, over the hill to Tidesdale, then to the Old Mill in Millersdale
and back through Peak Forest and Chapel.
I saw five gliders in the air at once over towards Tidesdale......great.’
‘We made for Wastwater - as Bob and I knew a quiet camping spot by a mountain
stream at Wasdale Head, and we pitched camp just as twilight disappeared.
Sheila(now Barclay) and Enid Bryan cooked the breakfast in the morning, whilst the
rest of us collected bits and pieces and looked on. Bob and myself spent considerable
time preventing Pete Bryan from cutting down all the trees around, and from a
hairbrained scheme he had to electrocute all the fish in the lake with two radio
batteries. We walked around swam in the stream, set up a few tin cans , and shied the
biggest rocks in creation at them. The water was crystal clear and dead cold. We had a
liquid lunch at the Wasdale Head pub.
We finished the day by visiting a pub in Ravenglass--on the coast--that Bob knew of.
Fresh Salmon, Worthington E, Strawberries and cream, Stilton cheese, coffee and
brandy finished off a great day.
‘Sgt Geoff Rands(4JSTU) is coming out next week by Globemaster for a month’s stay.
Harry and Joan Fox (4JSTU) leave in August by sea.
‘
and went up to the Hanging Gate at night. We all took the wrong turning and got
lost. ...There were dozens of people and sports, cars-- even drinking out in the road and
car park. ...’
‘I "happened" to see some notes that Moseley took at a meeting, John Saxon's name
was tabled under "crew WP206" so you might pass on the info.........’
‘ Met up with some old musician friends on Friday and had a four hours blow with
them at Warners (IOW) .Met Uffa Fox on Saturday. The Duke has a new Cowslip that
doesn't perform very well, so Ray is racing it on Sunday to see if he can find the
trouble...’
‘........John Saxon moved into Vals' old room tonight and he likes it a lot. Thinks Mrs B
is a charmer, so much for youth ..... Two new members - Viv and Jim - has Bob's old
flat, which was well warmed last night!’
‘ Party included - Harry, Joan, Viv, Jim, Mike Michelle (new member), Enid, Pete
Bryan, John Saxon, American femme? Land ladies daughter and husband, Moseley
with two charmers plus Muriel, phew!............
‘Heathers' been spending Pete's(Wilson) money adlib - she has one of those poodles
from the Kays'-25gns!’.
‘We managed to get WP206 in the air today. All our gear functioned 100%, but the
flight was aborted after 2hrs with radar trouble. The charter trips to Australia have
been changed somewhat. Comets every six weeks-as before. Danair are flying DC6's
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every Monday from Southend on charter to the ministry. Trip is via N.Africa, Aden,
Colombo, Singapore and Darwin by the Friday..........
‘Maurice Brennan, who was Chief Design Engineer at Saunders-Roe has now moved
to AVRoe at Chadderton and Woodford as Chief Engineer. We have a date for a night
out at The Swan this week..........
......Had a bit of a set back with WP206. The bloody fuel tanks sprang a leak--when all
was going so well. They have all six of them out at the moment, trying to find out
which is the culprit. This means we are set back about four days. Apparently this is a
common fault with Valiants.’
........John Saxon is tinkering with his Mums' Messerschmidt out in the drive...I see
clouds of smoke and odd popping sounds which leads me to believe that he has been
successful in fixing it’.
Contributed By John Evans formerly of Elliotts Aircraft Equipment Team.
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ELLIOTT MANNED KITE MK1
The "Brothers", in their wisdom, had endowed the Australian team with a speed boat
complete with all its accoutrements.
Everyone will remember how successful the boat was for skiing and fishing
trips. At one time it acted as a tow vehicle for a manned kite.
I think it must have been Alan Yorke and Pete Bryan who dreamed up this contraption,
helped by John Ison's workshop facilities. A frame of light gauge steel conduit was
welded to the orthodox kite shape, material stretched and a tail fixed thereon.
The search was then for a really lightweight human to ski, pilot, guide this device.
Tony Zetter volunteered/press-ganged whatever—and the whole entourage set off for
the Murray one bright morning in '64.
All appeared well with Tony on skis and kite fitted. Alan gunned the boat the skis
came unstuck and the kite was airborne - success! However the design of the kite did
not allow for lateral stability and the whole box of tricks quickly plummeted to the
depths of the Murray.
Tony was quickly rescued, but I think that was the end of the prototype Elliott/4JSTU
kite.
Contributed by John Evans
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GREAT DAYS
Stop me if I get too long-winded. Unlike most other BS’ers, my memory of those crazy
days at Woodford and SA is very patchy. I definitely tend to remember the fun times.
Work - not a lot. This is also horribly auto-biographical, so feel free to skip!
ELLIOTT BROS (LONDON) LTD, BOREHAMWOOD:
In early 1960 I was Works Manager of a firm called “Seismic Instruments” in
Borehamwood. Sounds a grandiose title but we only employed about 20 people making
Geophones as a subsidiary of an American company. Despite the fact that we were the
only European plant actually making money, the parent company suddenly shut us
down. So off I went to the CES (or equivalent Govt employment office). They in turn
sent me to Elliotts for an interview. Don’t remember too much about it, except
remarking that I knew absolutely nothing about Inertial Navigation equipment – “No
problem” came the reply, “no-one knows anything about it”, and they gave me a job in
the development lab. Nothing can beat low unemployment! I was put to work on the
design of some high stability amplifier and I was decidedly unsuccessful at making
much improvement. So they quickly sent me off to Woodford to join the Trials team –
talk about a life changing decision!
AVROS AT WOODFORD:
What a blast! Woodford was a great place, working with a super bunch of guys!
I had (for its time) a sexy looking fibreglass Ford special car. Actually it was a
total heap, running on a
hotted up Ford side-valve
engine. But it looked vaguely
like an Aston Martin DB2/4
(or so I thought) and as I
fancied myself as a bit of a
James Bond type, the car was
ideal for me. When we got
some snow it was great to
drive around the Airfield on
full reverse lock using the
throttle to steer – got up to
70mph sideways on more
than one occasion. The Data Ford special 50’s style
Analysis section used a hut
out on the airfield with a car
park covered in cinders out front. My big thing was to come screaming into the car
park and do a nice handbrake induced slide though 180 deg with the object of being
neatly parked at the end of it. Unfortunately I overcooked it one day and side swiped
Doug Harris’s Rover. As he was also my boss he was definitely entitled to take a dim
view of this. I remember that Doug was remarkably good about it, but I know what I’d
say to my son if he indulged in such behaviour!
I can remember the Vulcan production line – very impressive and very noisy –
all those air drills and rivet guns, and various wooden mock-up and real Blue Steel
components lying around.
Mostly I remember the pubs! The Hanging Gate at Macclesfield, and some
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great ones in Prestbury and the Derbyshire hills. There was also a club in Prestbury
where you could dance upstairs – rock and roll was the “in thing” and one could really
get moving to Buddy Holly or “The King”. Then finally the great day came and it was
time to move down-under.
THE WAY SOUTH:
We stayed overnight at RAF Lyneham on Salisbury plain. There was a light covering
of snow on the ground, and the coke braziers in the Nissan huts hardly made a dent on
the clammy interiors. But we survived the night and were herded in a large shivering
bunch out to the waiting Comet 4. Rearward facing seats and cardboard lunch boxes.
The RAF really did things in style! But first stop was El Adam? in the middle of the
Sahara desert. What a contrast! Hot as heck and camels wandering about, etc. The next
night Aden, even more of a culture shock. Then the two night lay over at RAF Changi.
Some may remember the downwind landing leg in the evening and seeing all the small
fires burning in the main village street. The fires were lit by the shop keepers staying
up waiting for the RAF plane to land, and wanting to make sure that we realised that
they were still open for business! A little different from the Singapore International
airport at Changi today. I also remember bribing the rickshaw drivers to race into
town– not something one should admit to these days. Bargaining in the Changi shops
was great! One would know in advance what to buy, and get them all at the same shop.
They would sit you down with several beers (Tiger of course) and send all the kids out
to get items that they did not stock. Finally the bill would be totalled and about 1/3rd
would be offered. Then a walk out and drag back, followed by more calculating.
Finally after several walk outs, displays of wives, kids and aged dependants, they
would despair and let you go. At that point you returned and suggested a couple of
extra shirts and an 8mm film and all was smiles! Took several trips and consultations
with old hands to work out the technique.
Then the bumpy ride to Darwin – always hot and humid as heck, finally the
long drag over the incredibly ancient and ground down red landscape, and touch down
at Edinburgh field Salisbury. Took a week or so, but an extremely civilised way to fly.
No jet lag!
IMPRESSIONS OF ADELAIDE
Initially not good. Everything seemed to be hung on poles! Could those be gas mains
as well as Electricity, phones, and innumerable signs? Amazing those wooden poles –
why didn’t they collapse under all that junk? The corner shops with peeling paint and
crazy laws about what you could and could not (legally) buy on Sundays. No one
seemed to take much notice of the laws – the “right of way from the right” rule
seemed to be a game of bluff. Each driver pretending not to look at the other! As for
the 6 o’clock swill – madness! Traffic speed doubled around 6:30 pm. I remember we
used to eat at a Greek restaurant in Rundle? street. The owner would bring around
some potent illegal brew in coffee cups, and after a furtive over the shoulder look
would announce – “when I say drink, you drink”! But the Largs Pier pub was great and
later we moved a couple of doors away to number 179, The Esplanade, Largs Bay.
Over the road to the beach, and a ramshackle garage behind to keep the various cars
and the 50hp outboard motor boat that we conned Elliotts social club into buying for
us.
We got reasonably fit pretty quickly. I remember going water skiing in Port
Adelaide (around the mangrove swamps and cargo boats – apparently a breeding
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ground for sharks and sting rays) at
around 4am. Non stop action with the
water like glass and a thin layer of
warm water on the surface. Then back
to number 179 for a huge breakfast
fry-up, then off to work, back home
after a few quick games of Squash,
then out to dinner followed by 10 pin
bowling. No problem for us young,
single, types!
Brought one of the very first
Me looking vaguely fit!
Ford Falcons – Ken Quinn has already
described the seat conversion job! Got
almost written off waiting for someone to come out from the right on the long Port
road near the bone factory. The road was dead straight East /West, lethal in the evening
with a low sun which was the undoing of the guy who hit me from behind at quite high
speed. Suddenly I was doing 30mph down the road, flat on my back (the lay back seats
couldn’t cope with that!), and all the doors could not be opened when I finally got it
stopped – don’t think the build quality was too good. But the only physical damage
was a bruised arm where I had been making the old “I am slowing down, stopping, or
turning left “ signal! Got the car rebuilt – but it was never the same.
So then brought the great little Fiat 1500 in British racing green – loved that car! I
won’t describe the slow
roll that Ken and I did –
Ken’s description is
much better that mine.
But I brought the car
Tax and Duty free and
eventually shipped it
back to U.K. The only
trouble was that it was
an all alloy motor with a
huge “export” radiator.
In U.K. I used to drive
wit h t he radiat or
blo cked
o ff,
t he
Almost new Fiat 1500
t her mo st at ic
fa n
switched off, and it
would still go off the dial on the cold side when driving down motorways!
Of course as many of us were young, single and primarily hormone driven,
there were plenty of parties! Number 179 was often the venue and getting rid of the
empties was quite a chore. As we had a decent sized mantelpiece in the kitchen we
piled many of the empty beer bottles there, eventually reaching a towering triangle 12
or so rows high. Then someone discovered that due to uneven stresses, many of the
bottles could be removed. All was well for a few days, then perhaps there was a small
earthquake or John Ison jumped or something, but the roar of bottles flying in all
directions was very impressive, and there was hardly a room in the house without it’s
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share of broken glass.
John Ison & Fred White looking
Somewhat to our
totally sober
surprise, no one got
cut.
WORK:
I believe we did
occasionally go to
work in between the
social activities. My
primary job was in the
trials data analysis
group.
I
do n’t
remember too much
except I guess we used
to compare tracking
data from the range, to
telemetry and recorder
data from the Inertial
navigator system. We got fairly proficient at error curve filling by solving 4th and 5th
order simultaneous equations by hand! We did have some motor driven mechanical
calculators to help with the multiplication and division, but the noise of the calculators
got a bit much on the days after a trial. I was lucky enough to fly as observer and
navigator operator on many of the trials. In the early days we flew in Valiants (I
believe there were 3 of those aircraft). Someone can remind me if we actually did any
launches from Valiants? Or were they just carry over trials to test missile systems,
launch procedures, navigation accuracy, etc? Either way I enjoyed the operational
aspects. Setting up the next fix points, gradually compensating for gyro drift errors,
keeping detailed written logs in sometimes difficult conditions, taking photos of the
instruments at specific times, starting recorders. We often compared launching a Blue
Steel to launching an ICBM or large rocket, but from a moving launch platform
travelling 5 miles up.
The countdown was a real team effort, everything had to be completed perfectly by
each crew member, and no countdown holds were allowed with the launch point which
had to be met accurately in
position and time approaching at
600+ mph! Most of t he
technology was fairly new and so
it was not really surprising that
many of the earlier launches were
aborted at some stage of the flight
– no one wanted to be responsible
for letting loose a million £ plus
missile in less than optimum
shape!
Thar she goes....

When not flying on trials
we often travelled up to the
Woomera range to observe the instruments on the ground and return with the records
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for intensive analysis before the next launch. Mostly we flew on the regular service
between Edinburgh (or was it Adelaide airport?) and Woomera village, and we often
stayed overnight at the Senior Mess – the parties there were legendary! But sometimes
we drove up in the firm’s Standard Vanguard station wagons – those cars were really
tough. The 6 cylinder one often cruising at an indicated 100mph or so on dirt roads,
and getting airborne for
substantial distances over the
railway crossings! I just reTough Vanguard
read a letter where I mention
that we averaged over 74 mph
for the 300 plus miles from
Adelaide to the range and
arrived with 20 mins to spare
before the launch. Apparently
we missed the plane after
stopping in to John Evans’s
flat for “a couple of drinks”
the evening before. Then we
drove back the same day to
start the analysis. Over
700miles round trip – we had to be fairly tough as well as the cars!
Eventually I was asked to return to U.K to get trained for the higher altitude flying in
the B.2 Vulcan and Victor Aircraft.
BACK IN THE COLD AND WET
Back up to Woodford again and renewed many old friendships – but by this
time I was missing the weather and easy living down under. Went down to
Farnborough (or was it Boscombe Down?) to do the training for the B2 aircraft
operations. Learning how to “pressure breathe” where oxygen is forced into your lungs
at altitudes above 46,000ft – hard work, the reverse of normal breathing. The highlight
was a spell in the decompression chamber where we got subjected to “explosive
decompressions” from approx. 20,000ft up to 56,000ft in a couple of seconds. The air
goes white with condensation and life jackets and things inflate as any remaining
gasses expand to 10 times (or so) their normal volume. But they didn’t warn us that all
our internal bodily gasses also expand by the same ratio. Didn’t seem too bad in the
chamber, but one certainly realised just how bad it was when we eventually got a sniff
of the outside air!
Did some Vulcan flights out of Woodford and learnt a bit about star sights and
other Navigational techniques. On one night flight the AVRO airfield was “socked in”
so we had to land at the Manchester Ringway domestic airport. The pilots had great
fun trying to find their way in the maze of taxiways. Eventually we had to walk
through the passenger terminal in full flight gear. Got a few sideways looks from the
airport staff and passengers!
Then..
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BACK TO AUSTRALIA:
It seemed familiar and comfortable to get back into the swing down-under. Work went
on with more launches and a hairy incident in a Victor which I have described in an
other article. During that period I believe I held the record for the most accurate
launch - only 59ft 6.5 inches from “the pin” - but I am not sure really what that meant
as usually the ‘target’ was a nominated point some 10,00ft up. But more importantly
the social life was as good as ever! I learned to fly light aircraft and after getting my
licence and night rating, did some nice long distance flights up to Ayers rock and
various other interesting spots. Learned to snow ski at Falls Creek and loved it so
much that I did ten weeks skiing in Austria when I went back! Travelled to NZ and
visited numerous relatives as well as a good portion of the country. When I eventually
married my australian girl friend back in the U.K. we had no savings but I never
regretted doing all the things that would be impossible with a young family. The
whole experience of living in australia was superb and like manu others on the Trials never regretted returning to settle permanently.
Contributed by John Saxon formerly of Elliott Bros.
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VICTOR INCIDENT
This was going to be another Blue Steel “carry over” trial to test missile
systems – they had almost become routine. But flying in V-bombers always got the
adrenalin flowing just a little. I was a civilian working with Elliott Brothers – an
English firm now part of GEC I believe. We were concluding the first development
phase of one of the world’s first Inertial navigation systems which was used to guide
the BlueSteel stand-off bomb. Our Handley Page Victor B.2 aircraft was parked in the
loading bay on Edinburgh air field near Adelaide South Australia. The 6 ton 36ft long
missile was secured under the bomb bay – fully fuelled with High Test Peroxide and
Kerosene – a rather nasty mixture and so the loading bay was fairly well flooded with
water – just in case.
We walked out to the
aircraft in a group and climbed
on board – John Baker the
Pilot, and chief test pilot for
AVROs. Flt Ltd Jimmy Catlin
was in the right hand seat. Flt
Ltd Charlie Gilbert in the rear
Radar Navigator position –
myself in the centre rear
looking after the Navigator
Parachutes are important
systems. Flt Ltd “Glen”
Glindinning in the right hand
rear Air electronics officer’s seat looking after the missile autopilot and other aircraft
systems. Finally sitting in the 6th “jump” seat was Frank Longhurst – another civilian
working for AVROs who was there to see that Glen was doing the right things with
“their” missile. At that point in the trials the civilian crews were beginning the gradual
training and hand over to RAF crews who were to complete the trials. We plugged in
Intercoms, oxygen, suit cooling air, and begun the seemingly endless pre-flight checks.
Eventually everyone was satisfied and we taxied and took off – turning to the
SW to climb to our first navigational fix point over Kangaroo Island. Now despite the
aircraft weighing around 80 tons, the Victor was no slouch in the climbing stakes. I
have been from sea level to 50,000ft in around 8 minutes but it was probably a lot
slower rate with the Blue Steel missile loaded. Nevertheless the 10,000ft climb points
were passing rapidly until we got to around 46,000ft I believe and then all heck broke
loose. Lots of rapid discussion and attempts to pull up from the front deck, the start of
a real roller coaster ride (pitch ups, pull overs, etc.) with engine noise doing wonderful
things. Then what seemed (from the back) to be a wingover followed by increasingly
violent positive and negative G forces. John Baker activated the “Abandon Aircraft”
signs which also dumped cabin pressure, and Frank (who was nominally first out of the
rear door) unstrapped and hit the roof quite violently and took no further escape action.
In the nominal escape plan I was next to get out, and I managed to half stand and hang
onto the camera bracket in front of the nav equipment. But I could get no further
towards the side door as we were rotating fast and in what seemed to be a very steep
dive. Then after what seemed like a long time (actually about 20 seconds), there was a
loud bang from the rear of the aircraft and the rotation changed to a near vertical dive
and rapid pull out, accompanied by much creaking and groaning and dust, pencils,
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pads, etc. flying in all directions. But we were back in semi level flight at around
16,000ft!
Here is what I believe happened. Others who know better than I can correct me
if I’m wrong. When we got to 45,000ft or so the right hand air speed indicating system
had a failure causing it to indicate around Mach 1.03. This sent a “transonic” flight
signal to the auto stabilisers which initiated a pitch up manoeuvre as the Victors were
not designed to go supersonic. The pilots however compared right and left side air
speed indications and as the pitch up had started were inclined to believe the faulty
right hand system. So they too tried to further reduce speed and ended up in a violent
pitch up to an almost inverted position followed by a rapid spin which was impossible
to control. Very luckily for us, John Baker had done many test flights in prototype
aircraft, where it had become routine to fit breaking parachutes to lift the tail of the
aircraft into a more stable dive position, which could be recovered relatively easily.
Now this had never been attempted in an 80 ton crescent wing Victor – but nothing
much else was working. So John pulled the tail chute which lasted a few seconds
before breaking away, but long enough to do the job and allow some heavy stick
pulling to level out before doing a submarine imitation.
So how does one feel at a time like that? Not too great, but certainly I felt
reasonably calm and I remember I had time to think about flight insurance and
dependants! As usual when the adrenalin is pumping, everything seemed to go into
slow motion. But it was really nice to get roughly straight and level again. It was good
that we had all the records from the inertial navigator recorders and were able to
analyse them later. The aircraft experienced maximums of about minus 3 and plus 5
G’s (more than airframe design limits), and the whole incident lasted about 60 secs
with the descent from 46,000ft to 16,000ft in about 20 secs – vertically supersonic!
Several things happened before we finally got to land. First there was a concern
about the correct airspeed as the two systems were still reading differently. Then
possible structural damage. Luckily the radio was still working so a chase plane was
requested. It was decided to jettison the missile as it was full of highly explosive fuel
(whose temperature was rising) and even had some TNT on board for range safety
break up if it strayed outside the Woomera range limits. Also because there was no tail
parachute, if there had been undercarriage or brake problems, a wheels up landing with
a fully fuelled Blue Steel underneath would have been very spectacular! We started
missile jettison procedures aiming for a Military bombing range near Port Wakefield,
several of the crew had “confirm” switches for jettison, and at the last minute the pilots
called stop, and then a go (I think I was the last to select my switch) and away it went.
It turns out that the “stop” calls were due to the pilots spotting a school below.
There were two guards on the range where we jettisoned and they had been told
to keep a look out for a bomb drop. No one thought to mention that it weighed 30 plus
tons and was full of explosive mixtures, so they walked out onto the sand to take a
look. Apparently they “heard it gurgling” on the way down and took off to find their
hard hats when it got rapidly larger. But it crashed relatively harmlessly and burnt with
only minor explosions between the high and low water marks. But they certainly got a
shock!
Then the first chase plane arrived. Flt Ltd Alec Hollingsworth RAF scrambled an old
Meteor out of Edinburgh – it was great to see him! He flew tight formation passing on
airspeed readings and confirming no apparent physical damage. There was no way we
could dump the full fuel load so we had to keep flying for at least another 90 mins or
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so to burn off fuel to get to an acceptable landing weight. Due to the time remaining
the Meteor chase plane was replaced by a Canberra, flown by an R.A.A.F. Wing Cdr.
David Glenn, which escorted us for the remainder of the flight.
In the meantime we had a nervous 70 minutes or so before the landing. During
those 70 minutes Charlie Gilbert introduced me to chain cigarette smoking, I think we
got through at least a pack between us in the back. Took me more than 10 more years
to kick the habit! Thanks Charlie! So eventually with much foaming of runways,
emergency vehicles everywhere and at least one chase plane, we made a good touch
down back at Edinburgh.
A couple of aftermath items. We had a couple or more drinks in the mess at the
airfield with lots of toasts to our safe return. The story goes that co-pilot Jimmy Catlin
was well away by the time he had to go to a church social that evening. Apparently he
strode across the dance floor to tell the vicar in a loud voice that “I saw your boss
today”, before collapsing gently at the vicar’s feet. I wasn’t there but the story has been
confirmed by others! A few days later the crew (plus significant others) had a
celebratory dinner at a local hostelry, where this picture was taken.
Despite the large excursions outside it’s design limits, the aircraft turned out to
be in pretty good shape and after some minor repairs went on to launch more
BlueSteels for the trials – at the Woomera range of course! Later XL161 returned to
U.K., and after a refit at the Handley Page plant, went on to RAF squadron
reconnaissance duties.
Needless to say – news of the incident leaked out to the press, and after news of
the jettison near Port Wakefield got out – there were a few pointed questions in
Parliament about large explosive devices being flown around populated areas. Much
more fuss would be raised these days, but in the cold war atmosphere of the times,
questions soon died away.
All in all, it was an
exciting few hours!
Contributed by John Saxon
formerly of Elliott Bros.

Rear: John Saxon, Frank Longhurst, “Glen” Glendinning.
Front: Charley Gilbert, John Baker, Jimmy Catlin
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Keith Rendell takes a breather from site installation duties in his ad hoc office at
McDouall Peak
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Vulcan XH539 taking off with a Blue Steel round attached underneath.
Photograph kindly contributed by Bryan Wetton of Adelaide.
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Blue Steel being tested at RAF Scamptom UK.
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Refuelling Blue Steel, under XL161, at night, in loading bay.
RAAF Edinburgh Field S.Australia. 1960s.
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XL161 carrying Blue Steel
Photograph kindly contributed by Bryan Wetton of Adelaide.
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INCU Unit for Controlling the Track and Heading Information
to the INS Mk.1 & Navigator
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IN MON Test Unit
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Inertial Navigation Monitor Unit
INMU
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From the 100ft mast at McDouall Peak taken in 1999
Photograph provided by Keith Rendell
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‘Bogged Again’
‘Ginge’ Booth inspecting the track somewhere ‘beyond the black stump’!
Photograph provided by John Flaxman
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John Ison and ‘Ginge’ Booth inspect the only track they had east of Betoota S.Australia.
Photograph provided by John Flaxman
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John Ison resplendant in ‘Flaxies’ ute, somewhere east of Birdsville. S.Australia
Photograph provided by John Flaxman
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Donald Campbell observing his Ground Crew checking out Bluebird.
Lake Eyre S.Australia. June 1964.
Photo taken by John Flaxman
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Blue Steel being rolled into position under the Vulcan XH539.
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B row.(l to r):Tony Fry, John Campbell, Derek Martin, Alan Breckon, Ron Langland,
Maurice Birmingham, Dave Jewell.
Middle row:- Joe Reilly, Tony Emmett, Ivor Scott, Roger Kenyon.
F row:- Roy Watts, Harry higginbotham, Syd Hurst, Terry Desmond,
Keith Rendell
Photograph contributed by Keith Rendell formerly of EMI(UK).Ltd
19 March 1999
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AVRO Stentor 2 Rocket Motor ‘Production line’
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Two Cartoons
kindly contributed by Wing Commander Underwood. R.A.F.(Ret’d)
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS.
Term
Translation(!)
2nd TAF
2nd Tactical Air Force. Part of the RAF presence in Europe.
4 JSTU
No. 4Joint Services Trials Unit
8/8 blue
totally blue sky. Unlikely in UK(!)
AFC(Air Force Cross)Decoration for RAF Aircrew.
Anoraks
RAF cold weather hooded jackets - blue grey in colour. Had
khaki
blanket lining.
ASCO
Australian Services Canteen Organisation. Similar in function to
the NAAFI in UK.
ASIO
Australian Secret Intelligence Organisation
AVO
A meter to measure Amps, Volts and Ohms - hence AVO.
Popular instrument in the RAF
AVRoe
A.V.Roe. Aircraft Company that built amongst others the
Lancaster, Vulcan.
Blue Ranger
RAF Code name for aircraft carrying Blue Steels to Australia(?)
Blue Steel
RAF Code name for a Mach 3 Inertially guided nuclear bomb.
Blue Streak
Code name for Britain's ICBM
Blue Water
Code name for a British Army ground-to-ground Artillery rocket
Brittania
Bristol Brittania, a passenger aircraft operated by the RAF
Transport Command
BS/JB
Blue Steel / Junction Box. Aircraft/Missile interface box for the
IN system.
'bulldust'
Exaggerated, unreliable talk:e.g. ‘He's full of bulldust'.
OR, to exaggerate.
bungalow
Single story house
'bush basher'
A vehicle suitable for driving in the rough bushland and it won’t
break down.
CUKAC
Controller of UK Aircraft Construction(?)
EMI
Electo-Mechanical Industries(EMI) Company founded in Hayes
Middx. UK.
Gallon(UK)
UK Measurement of liquid. One gallon is equal to 4.54 Litres
GPI6
Ground Position Indicator Mk6. An electro mechanical device
for indicating Lat/Long.
Green Satin
Doppler Radar device for calculating along track Ground Speed
and drift angle.
Handley Page
A British company that built the Victor 4-jet Bomber.
HTP
High Test Peroxide. One of the chemicals used to power the
Blue
Steel missile.
Hunting
A British company that built some of the telemetry equipment in
the Blue Steel.
I.O.W.
Isle of Wight. An island just south of UK. Part of the British
Isles.
INS Mk.1

Inertial Navigation System Mk.1 used for navigating V-
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Bombers and for the control of the Navigator in BS
'to have a look at'. (coll)
German Air Force. Now and during WW2.
Guiding of an Aircraft from the runway into a parking bay by
airmen with illuminated wands.
Mess
A place where members of an organisation gather to relax,
MFS
Military Flight System(Made by Smiths UK). An airborne dual
compass system.
NATO
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
NAV(B)
RAF wartime Navigator (of Bombers).
NBS
Navigation Bombing System used in the V-Bombers.
NCO
Non-Commissioned Officer.
No.1.Group
One of several areas of RAF aircraft airfields either Bombers or
Fighters.
'ops'(RAF Slang)
Operations.RAF (slang)
plenum chamber
A sealable cavity within an aircraft containing equipment to
assist the Aircraft.
Pommie(Pom)
'Prisoner of Mother England'!!!
Red Rose
Code name for a study into an IN guided large scale solid
rocket.
'retro-fitting'
Returning an Aircraft to its original manufactured state.
schooner race
Drinking beer as fast as you can and finishing by putting the
glass upside down on your head
shindig
US slang. Making/Having a noisy sociable gathering.
Skybolt
A long range stand-off missile(US) built by the Douglas
Company.
Sputnik
First Russian orbiting satellite
'the old dart'
UK slang for England
'thunder bucket' toilets 'Elsan chemical toilets for use in the outside'
TNT area
An area of WRE previously used to store TNT(?)
'trog boots'(RAF slang)
Weather proof boots, worn with seaman white socks and a nylon
shoe insert. Very warm to wear.
'trogged'(RAF slang) Tramped through all weathers, wearing trog boots, to any place.
UKAEA
UK Atomic Energy Authority(?)
V-Bombers
Victor, Vulcan and Valiant Bombers. Part of the RAF's Bomber
Command. Later Strike Command
V-Force
The collection of RAF personnel and V-Bombers that made up
the V-Force.
Vickers
A British aircraft manufacturer that made the Valiant Bomber.
''window'
A radar jamming device consisting of many pieces of aluminium
foil released from an aircraft.
Woomera
The name of the town in South Australia which is synonymous
with
Missile trials in Australia.
WRE
Weapons Research Establishment(now DSTO) in Salisbury,
in South Australia.
'looksee'
Luftwaffe
Marshalling
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